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L  Petition for Review by the Washington Supreme Court

A. Identity of Petitioners and Citation to Court of Appeals Decision

The Petitioners are Judith Q. Chavez, Kathleen Cliristianson, Oralia

Garcia, and Marrietta Jones (the "Nurses"). The Nurses seek review of the

February 9, 2017 Opinion issued by the Washington Court of Appeals,

Division III ("CCA"), affirming the denial of class-certification.'

B. Issues Presented for Review

ISSUE ONE: Did the trial court abuse its discretion by failing to
liberally construe the requirements of CR 23 and Washington wage-
and-hour law in favor of class certification, and did the Court of
Appeals commit reversible error by affirming the trial court despite the
trial court's application of erroneous legal standards?

ISSUE TWO: Did the trial court commit reversible error by failing to
adequately articulate its reasons for ruling that the Nurses failed to
meet CR 23's requirements?

ISSUE THREE: Did the COA commit reversible error when it
"assumed" the trial court resolved evidentiary conflicts in a light most
favorable to the Hospital and then "deferred" to those purported
findings even though they were not articulated in the trial court's class-
certification order?

ISSUE FOUR: Did the trial court and COA commit reversible error
by failing to explain which element of the substantive claim purportedly
required individualized proof such that the case cannot be managed as
a class action?

ISSUE FIVE: Did the COA commit reversible error when it held that
the class-action procedure is not superior in this case because the
individual nurses can pursue wage claims for missed rest periods in
small claims courti

See RAP 13.4. On May 4, 2017, the COA denied Respondents' Motion to Publish.



ISSUE SIX: Did the trial court commit reversible error by requiring
the Nurses to move for summary judgment before ruling on the motion
for class certification and thereby considered absent class members'
claims on the merits, and did the COA commit reversible error by
endorsing this irregular and unauthorized procedure?

ISSUE SEVEN: Did the trial court and the COA commit reversible
error when it concluded that this case cannot be certified as a hybrid
CR 23(b)(1) or (b)(2) class as a matter of law because the Nurses also
sought monetary relief under CR 23(b)(3)?

C. Statement of the Case

Respondent Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital (the "Hospital") is an

acute-care hospital with nine departments. (CP319, CP357, CP370-371.)

The Hospital uses over 100 Registered Nurses to work 8, 10, or 12-hour

shifts, but it uses mostly 12-hour shifts. (CP370-371, CP399.) Petitioners

are current or former Registered Nurses (the "Nurses"). (CR866-869.) The

Nurses sued the Hospital for wage-and-hour and meal-and-rest period

violations. (CP979-990.) After preliminary document discovery on the

Hospital's policies, and limited-pre-class-party-only depositions, the

Nurses moved to certify a class or subclasses to litigate common liability

questions related to the Hospital's illegal wage-payment and meal-and-

break policies and practices. (CP288-935, 938, 943.)

The Hospital's class-certification defense is essentially that

operational differences between departments would force the court to make

an "individualized inquiry" to determine whether any particular nurse



missed a meal or rest period on any particular shift. (CP226-287.)

On March 27,2015—after complying with the trial court's directive

that the Nurses move for summary judgment on various substantive/merits

issues before renewing a motion for class certification (RP123-129,

RP137)_the Nurses filed a Renewed Motion for Class Certification.

(CP1583-1618.) The Nurses noted in the renewed motion that all but one

case the Superior Court relied on in making its summary-judgment ruling

came from meals-and-breaks cases decided (whether the plaintiffs won or

lost) on a collective, large-group or class basis. (CP 1584.) The Nurses,

citing the Hospital's uniform written policies, discovery responses,

CR 30(b)(6) admissions, and other nurse-witness testimony, showed that:

•  The Hospital's meals-and-break policies are general HR
policies that apply uniformly to all nursing departments and
that there are no relevant written department-level policies.

o  The law requires the Hospital to provide nurses with
mandatory rest periods on its time, and pay them for extra
hours worked if the mandatory rest periods are not enforced.
Nevertheless, the Hospital systematicallyfailed to track time
for missed rest periods {i.e., track hours worked as required
by law) and failed to pay any nurse for any missed-rest
period during the back-pay period. The Hospital's own
evidence submitted by way of declarations from managers
along with evidence submitted by the Nurses shows that
eveiy nurse, in eveiy department, missed some rest periods
when the Hospital is busy or when patient acuity required it.
Thus, every nurse, regardless of department, was entitled to
back pay for missed rest periods.



The law requires the Hospital to "schedule" breaks at regular
intervals if the "nature of the work requires." The Nursing
Director and the Hospital's CR 30(b)(6) representative
admitted that, when nurses are "in patient assignment," i.e.,
when they are assigned to care for a specific patient(s), a
universal nursing standard makes them responsible for that
patient's care until they are relieved by another competent
nurse or the patient is discharged. This universal nursing
standard imposes an obligation on the Hospital to schedule
breaks and relieve a nurse of patient assignment to comply
with WAC 296-126-092(4) based on the "nature of the
work." Nevertheless, the Hospital contends that the nature
of a nurses' work does not require scheduling. To the
contrary, the Hospital's litigation position is that the mirses
have the burden of "finding time" to take breaks when there
are lulls in the patient census, or that the law allows them to
take "mini" or "intermittent breaks" while they are actively
caring for patients.

The law requires the Hospital to provide a presumptively
paid mtal period if the nurse is required to remain on call to
respond to patient needs while eating. The Nurses contend
the Hospital (mis)classified them in every single department
as presumptively being "off duty" during their first meal
period by automatically deducting 30-minutes time from
their hours worked through their "Kronos" time system.
Substantial evidence, including inferences to be drawn from
the Hospital's manger-provided declarations, shows the
Nurses in every department were on call during their first
meal period and subject to recall, but misclassified.

Although the Hospital was legally required to provide 12-
hour shift nurses with two meal periods, its Nursing Director
admitted in a CR 30(b)(6) deposition that it only provided
them with one meal period as a matter of course. The Nurses
confiiTned by declaration and deposition testimony that the
Nursing Director's admission was correct: they were not
provided with a second meal period as a matter of course.

The Hospital discouraged reporting even completely missed,
presumptively unpaid first lunches for payment, through its



official written no-unauthorized-overtime-without-advance-

approval policy. The Hospital admitted this policy applied
to every nurse, regardless of department.

The Superior Court denied the motion. (Appx.53-55.)

D. Argument

As discussed later in this Petition, the Division I Court of Appeals,

in cases like Brink's and Hill, has consistently rejected the argument that

"operational differences" between an employer's departments and a focus

on individual-damage issues in this type of wage-and-hour case is improper:

the proper focus is on the common illegal policy and whether class members

are entitled to compensation because of the illegal policy.

The Hospital, joined by "Third Party Evergreen Hospital Medical

Center," recognizes the COA's Opinion here is a major departure from

Division I's meal-and-breaks class decisions in its Joint Motion to Publish

the COA Opinion. ̂ (Appx.47.) They admit the Opinion concerns the

public interest and conflicts with other published decisions. (Appx.47.)

Evergreen is defending two separate class actions involving nurses and

similar issues and admit this case has "great importance to those in the

healthcare industiy." (Appx.49-50.) They also sought publication because

no other published Washington case "provides guidance to trial courts" on

See RAP 13.4(2).



the "superiority element." (Appx.45-46.) Despite lack of publication,

review by this Court is necessary to prevent other hospitals that treat meals

and breaks as a mere nuisance from relying on the COA Opinion as a

persuasive "roadmap" under GR 14.1 to defend their illegal policies in

every putative hospital class meal-and-breaks case. {E.g., Appx.47-49.)

Thus, this case conflicts with published opinions, has crucial public interest,

and implicates the public's health and safety.^

1. The trial court abused its discretion by failing to liberally
construe the requirements of CR 23 and Washington
wage-and-hour law in favor of class certification, and the
COA committed reversible error by affirming the trial
court despite the trial court's application of erroneous
legal standards.

Washington State is a "pioneer" in assuring workers' rights

including the obligation to pay wages." Washington comts are required to

(1) liberally constme CR 23 in favor of certification when its requirements

are met;^ (2) err in favor of certifying a class since the class is always subject

to the trial court's later modification or decertification as the case develops;®

See RAP 13.4(b)(4).

Champagne v. Thiirston County, 163 Wn.2d 69, 76, 178 P.3d 936 (2008); Int I Ass n of
Fire Fighters, Local 46 v. City of Everett, 146 Wn.2d 29, 35, 42 P.3d 1265 (2002);
Drinkwitz v. Alliant Techsystems, 140 Wn.2d 291, 300, 996 P.2d 582 (2000).

See, e.g., Moellerv. Farmers Ins. Co. of Wash., 173 Wn.2d 264,278,267 P.3d 998 (2011),
Westonv. Emerald City Pizza, LLC, 137Wn. App. 164, 168, 151 P.3d 1090 (2007), Sitton
V. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 116 Wn. App. 245, 250, 63 P.3d 198 (2003).

® See Moeller, 173 Wn.2d at 278; Brown v. Brown, 6 Wn. App. 249,256-57, 492 P.2d 581
(1971).

4

5



and to (3) interpret the substantive wage-and-hcui" statutes liberally to

protect workers' wage rights and to protect workers and the public from

fatigued employees.' The wage statutes work in concert with the Industrial

Welfare Act to ensure that nurses "maintain the necessary awareness and

•  • 58
focus required to provide safe and quality patient care."

A Washington employer's relevant meal-and-rest period

obligations, as well as its payment obligations for missed-meal-and-rest

periods, are governed by WAC 296-126-092 (meals and breaks), WAC 296-

126-002(c)(8) (hours worked), and Wash. Dep't of Labor & Indus. Admin.

Policy ES.C.6 (interpretive guidelines),' as interpreted by mostly

collectively-decided or large-group cases like Demetrio (farm workers).

Sacred Heart (acute-care nurses). Yellow Freight (truck drivers); Brink's

(armored-car drivers). White (counselors or therapists), Weeks (police

officers), and Frese (prison guards).

' See, e.g.. Champagne, 163 Wn.2d at 76; Ellerman v. Centerpoint Prepress, Inc., 143
Wn.2d 514, 520, 22 P.3d 795 (2001); see also Edwards v. First American Corp., 798 F.3d
1172, 1179-84 (9"' Cir. 2015) (reversing denial of class certification using the abuse-of-
discretion standard).

® See Wash. State Nurses Ass'n v. Sacred Heart Med. Ctr., 175 Wn.2d 822, 830-32 & n.l,
287 P.3d 516 (2012).

' Policy ES.C.6 (and previous versions) is reproduced at Appx.72-90.

Demetrio v. Sakuma Bros. Farms, Inc., 183 Wn.2d 649, 355 P.2d 258 (2015) (class-
action brought by migrant-workers). Sacred Heart Med. Ctr., 175 Wn.2d at 822-824
(collective action brought by acute-care nurses), Wingert v. Yellow Freight Systems, Inc.,
146 Wn.2d 841, 50 P.3d 256 (2002) (large-group collective action brought by individual
truck drivers); Weeks v. Chief of State Patrol, 96 Wn.2d 893, 639 P.2d 732 (1982) (class
action brought by members of Washington State Patrol); Pellino v. Brink's, Inc., 164 Wn.



As shown in the following Sections Two through Seven and the

underlying briefing, the Nurses met CR 23's requirements, but both the trial

court and the COA used legally erroneous, unsupported, or arbitrary reasons

to justify class denial in a maimer inconsistent with liberal construction of

CR 23, the wage-and-hour laws' purpose, and other appellate decisions.

2. The trial court committed reversible error by failing to
adequately articulate its reasons for ruling that the
Nurses failed to meet CR 23's requirements.

The trial court ruled that movants met all CR 23(a) requirements for

class certification, but that movants failed to show the Nurses met

CR 23(b)(3)'s "predominance" and "superiority" elements. The Court of

Appeals correctly noted, however, that the trial court failed to: (1) reference

the specific evidence it relied on to deny class certification (Appx.4); (2)

"expressly resolve conflicts in the evidence," (Appx.32); or (3) conduct an

evidentiary hearing (Appx.32). The trial court also failed to provide any

legally adequate or supportable reasons why the Nurses failed to meet

CR 23(b)(3)'s "predominance" and "superiority" elements.

A trial court must do more than simply recite the language of the

rule for its certification order to be affirmed on appeal; it must base its class

App. 668, 668-69, 267 P.3d 383 (2011) (class action brought by armored-car drivers),
Frese v. Snohomish County, 129 Wn. App. 659, 666, 120 P.3d 89 (2005) (collective action
brought by 162 prison guards), Iverson v. Snohomish County, 117 Wn. App, 618, 72 P.3d
772 (2003) (custody officer), and White v. Salvation Army, 118 Wn. App. 272, 75 P.3d 990
(2003) (collective action brought by counselors and therapists).



decision on legally sound and articulated reasons." Its analysis must be

"rigorous." The affirmance of the trial court despite the lack of adequate

findings and reasons is in direct conflict with cases like Oda v. State, which

requires the trial court to make legally adequate findings to be affirmed.'^

At the end of oral argument on certification, the Superior Court

ruled—without making any specific factual findings or conducting an

evidentiary hearing—that, although ''there are certainly some important

class issues that are there and that exist, . . . what happens from shift to

shift, fi-om nurse to nurse, from nurse type to nurse type, from census to

census and so on ... I believe would consume and overrun the specifics.

(RP406-407.) "It does appear to me that virtually—well, I'll say that all

of the other requirements of CR 23 are met," except for predominance and

manageability. (RP407.) The Superior Court's written order ruled that the

Nurses had met numerosity, commonality, typicality, and adequacy of

representation under CR 23(a), but did not meet CR 23(b)(3) because

"common class issues do not predominate over individual questions

" See Oda v. Slate, 111 Wn. App. 79, 91, 44 P.3d 8 (2002) {"WEA does not hold that a
certification decision must be upheld if the trial court explicitly considers the CR23 factors.
As is true in all types of cases, a court abuses its discretion when its decision is based on
untenable grounds or is manifestly unreasonable or arbitrary. The record does indeed show
that the trial court here expressly considered the factors set forth in CR 23 before deciding
to certify the class. Whether that decision rests on tenable grounds remains a question to
be decided by this court." [citations omitted]);

See RAP 13.4(b)(2) & (4).



because [unspecified] issues regarding shift, nurse type, nurse roles and job

duties, patient assignments and census, managers, and department cause the

specifics for each class member to overrun the generalities," without

explaining how these non-specific individual "issues" or facts would

actually impact managing a class or why they related to any element of any

claim or common issue framed by the Nurses. (CPlOl 1-1012.) For

example, it failed to explain how or why any alleged "departmental

differences" are relevant or would impact predominance when the Hospital

uniformly and without exception failed to pay any nurse on any shift in any

department for any missed rest period, and when the Hospital admitted that

no department-level meals-and-breaks policies exist. "Operational

differences" between departments are similarly irrelevant to each of the

common issues identified in the briefing that apply to all nurses in all

departments.' The Superior Court's failure to provide legally relevant

reasons to justify denying the class was an abuse of discretion.

3. The COA committed reversible error when it "assumed"
the trial court resolved evidentiary conflicts in a light
most favorable to the Hospital and then "deferred" to
those purported findings even though they were not
articulated in the trial court's class-certification order.

The COA abdicated its legal-review obligations by deferring to

implied findings that the trial court simply did not make. Although the

standard of review is "abuse of discretion," whether CR 23's requirements

10



are met is either a question of law or a mixed question of law and fact.

Mixed questions of law and fact are generally reviewed de novo, except as

to fact findingsP Thus, cases outside this jurisdiction—consistent with

Oda V. State—recognize that "abuse of discretion" in the CR 23 context is

a "chameleon phrase" and can be "misleading" when reviewing a class-

certification denial, because the requirements of CR 23 are a matter of law.'''

Absent specific findings or a more rigorous analysis than simply reciting

CR 23' s requirements, the trial court should be granted minimal deference.

Here, to affirm the trial court's decision, the CO A determined that

the Superior Court necessarily "-must have" resolved ''conflicts in the

evidence" against the Nurses that "would have included some determination

of the credibilit)'" of the evidence presented. (Appx.32.) The COA then

held that it was required to construe all the evidence in the record against

the Nurses, even though it admitted that no case, rule, or statute expressly

compelled the holding, to gi-ant these "implied" findings deference.

See, e.g., Tapper v. Employment Sec. Dept., 122 Wn.2d 397, 403, 858 P.2d 494 (1993);
Pasco V. PERC, 119 Wn.2d 504, 506-508, 833 P.2d 381 (1992).

"• See, e.g., In re Flag Telecom Holdings, Ltd. Securities Litigation, 574 F.3d 29, 34 (2"''
Cir. 2009); Tardiffv. Knox County, 365 F.3d 1,4 (f Cir. 2004); see also In re Monumental
Life Ins. Co., 365 F.3d 408, 415-16 (5"' Cir. 2004).

See, e.g., Edwards, 798 F.3d at 1179-84 ("We review the district court's determination
of class certification for abuse of discretion and consider "whether the district court
correctly selected and applied Rule 23's criteria. . . . The underlying legal questions,
however, are reviewed de novo, and 'any error of law on which a certification order rests
is deemed a per se abuse of discretion.'").

11



(Appx,30-32, 38-39.) Construing all the evidence against the Nurses in the

absence of specific findings is directly contrary to the rule that courts are

required to eiT in favor of certifying a class since the class is always subject

to the trial court's later modification or decertification as the case develops.

The COA erroneously analogized a CR 23 determination to a bench trial,

where the trial court is required to make specific findings of fact under

CR 52(a)(1) after taking evidence subject to cross-examination; but this

analogy is severely flawed because the trial court did not make any actual

fact-findings or conduct an evidentiary hearing or even purport to resolve

credibility issues.'® (Appx.29-31.). No authority suggests that the CR 23

ruling in this case is legally analogous to a bench trial on the merits after a

final judgment, where the policies of judgment-finality are in play.

The COA expressly recognized the contradiction in its reasoning

when it "wondered" whether the "abuse of discretion" standard of review

of a certification denial "conflicts" with the principles that appellate courts

"generally review decisions certifying a class liberally and en- in favor of

certifying a class," and resolve "close cases in favor of allowing or

See, e.g.. Woodruff v. Spence, 76 Wn. App. 207, 210, 883 P.2d 936 (1994) (a court may
abuse its discretion by resolving fact issues in affidavits without an evidentiary hearing).

12



maintaining a class."'^ (Appx.30-33.) This Court should accept review to

confirm that failing to liberally construe CR 23 is an abuse of discretion.

4. The trial court and COA committed reversible error by
failing to explain which element of the substantive claim
purportedly required individualized proof such that the
case cannot be managed as a class action.

The COA compounded its eiTors by failing to explain which element

of the substantive claims purportedly required "individualized proof such

that the case cannot be managed as a class action or that renders other

litigation vehicles "superior." (Appx.37-41.) Superiority focuses on a

"comparison of available alternatives" to class treatment, "case

manageability," "conserving time, effort and expense," "providing a forum

for small claimants," and "deterring illegal activities." (Appx.39.) Every

one of these superiority factors favor the class vehicle in this case.

The only "element" of any claim asserted by the Nurses that could

need individual assessment is the extent of damages (back pay) for missed

meals and rest periods. The Employer in Brink's made the exact same

defensive arguments to certification, i.e.\ "whether to take breaks varied

from employee to employee," the "drivers and messengers had the

See Nelson v. Appleway Chevrolet, Inc., 160 Wn.2d 173, 188-89, 157 P.3d 847 (2007);
Miller v. Farmer Bros. Co., 115 Wn. App. 815, 820, 64 P.2d 49 (2003); Smith v. Berr
Process Corp., 113 Wn. App. 306, 319, 54 P.3d 665 (2002); Brown, 6 Wn. App. at 256-
57.

13



discretion to decide when to take breaks," and that there was no uniform

policy governing when or how drivers took breaks.'^ The Division I Court

of Appeals rejected the argument and correctly determined that the proper

focus is on the common illegal policy, i.e., whether "class members are

entitled to compensation for . . . missed rest and meal breaks under

Washington law," and not these damage-related issues." The CO A here

failed to explain why this case presents superiority or management

problems, when nearly identical claims and theories were successfully tried

to a class judgment in Brink's}^

The CO A Opinion also conflicts with the recent March 27, 2017

Division I Opinion in Hill v. Garda CL Northwest, Inc., which affirmed a

wage-and-hour judgment involving 500 employees from different

departments but with similar issues."' Although the Division I Court of

See Brinks, 164 Wn. App. at 683-85.

See id.

20 See RAP 13.4(b)(2) & (4).

See Hillv. Garda CL Northwest, Inc., 198 Wn. App. 326 (2017) ("We conclude that the
trial court's findings were sufficient to show that a question common to the Plaintiffs
predominated. Additionally, the trial court estimated the value of each individual's claim
and concluded that the action would be manageable as a class action. These findings,
together with the court's findings that there were likely hundreds of class members and that
a common question predominated, are adequate to show the court's reasons for determining
that a class action was superior to individual actions.").
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Appeals reversed some of the damages, it made short work out of a non-

superiority/manageability argument by affirming the finding that:

The single common and overriding issue presented is
whether Drivers and Messengers are allowed legally
sufficient rest or meal breaks and whether Drivers and
Messengers are entitled to compensation for missed meal
periods and rest breaks. The claims of individual class
members are likely valued at a few thousand dollars each and
adjudicating the claims presented on a class basis will be
manageable; Class adjudication of common issues is
therefore superiorP

Moreover, in Demetrio, Sacred Heart, and Yellow Freight, this

Court has consistently held that a missed rest period is "hours worked" that

must be tracked and compensated.^^ Neither the Court of Appeals nor the

trial court explained how alleged "operational differences" and "different

management styles" between nursing departments creates a litigation

management-problem that would preclude class treatment in resolving the

Hospital's failure—and outright refusal—to pay any nurse for any missed

rest period in any department during the back-pay period. The Hospital

uniformly treated all nurses the same way when he or she missed a rest

period regardless of department: it always failed to pay them. The other

class issues are similarly uniform. The only arguably individual question

for each nurse regarding missed meal-and-rest periods is how much the

See id. (pinpoint pagination unavailable at time of filing) (emphasis added).

See e.g., Sacred Heart, 175 Wn.2d at 826.
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Hospital owes in back pay, which, under this Court's decision in Moore,

isn't a permissible reason to deny certification.^'' After class discovery,

claim forms, representative-testimony samples, or expert testimony, can be

used to calculate damages.^^

Finally, the COA Opinion is also contrary to the Tyson Foods

decision, in which the U.S. Supreme Court recently rejected a similar

operational-differences defense in a "donning-and-doffing" wage-and-hour

case. The U.S. Supreme Court held class certification proper for largely the

same reasons urged here: (1) there were important common questions

applicable to the class—regardless of any operational difference between

members; (2) representative testimony was permissible to establish both

liability on a common practice and estimated, class-wide damages; (3)

representative testimony was appropriate when the employer violated both

its recordkeeping and payment obligations to further the remedial purpose

of the FLSA under principles articulated in Anderson v. Mt. Clemens

Pottery Co?^-, and (4) it is appropriate to bifurcate, if necessaiy, liability and
,  27

damages issues after resolving common issues.

See Moore v. Health Care Authority, 181 Wn.2d 299, 305-15, 332 P.3d 461 (2014).

" See id.-, see also RAP 13.4(b)(2) (discretionary review proper when the opinion conflicts
with published Supreme Court precedent).

See Anderson v. Mt. Clemens Pottery Co., 328 U.S. 680 (1946).

" See Tyson Foods, Inc. v. Bouaphakeo, 136 S. Ct. 1036, 1044-50 (2016).
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5. The COA committed reversible error when it held that

the class-action procedure is not superior in this case
because the individual nurses can pursue wage claims for
missed rest periods in small claims court.

The COA committed reversible error when it held that the class-

action procedure is not superior based on its observation that individual

nurses could theoretically pursue wage claims for missed rest periods in

small claims court. (Appx.37-38.) The trial court did not find that small

claims court was a superior venue: it found the issues were too legally

complex to digest in one class-action hearing. (RP123-129, RP137.) The

COA's observation is inconsistent with the record and CR 23's purpose.

Litigating these complex and important public-safety-impacting-

wage-and-hour issues in hundreds of individual small-claims court cases is

not "superior" to resolving the common issues at once in Superior Court.

The issues are too important and too complex for small-claims court and the

small damage amount for each nurse is a factor in favor of certification. The

deterrence-of-illegal-activity factor favors a class because—as

demonstrated by the Hospital's litigation position on its purported lack of

any real affirmative rest-break obligations—^the difference between

granting a class and denying one is the difference between whether the

Hospital will work its 12-hour shift nurses straight through their shifts

without rest and meal periods, and whether a nurses' rights are systemically

17



enforced. Frankly, the small-claims-court observation implies the COA

viewed the Nurses' statutory wage-and-working condition rights as

unimportant or trivial, which is in direct conflict with the teachings of

Demetrio and Sacred Heart, i.e., that meal-and-rest period obligations

implicate important public safety issues and the policy of ensuring

employers pay all wages owed.^^ Finally, as noted by the COA, merely

filing a putative class caused this Flospital to uniformly change it rest-and

meal-period-tracking-and-payment procedures as to each and eveiy nurse,

which the COA described as a "substantial, systemic victory." (Appx.37.)

6. The trial court committed reversible error by requiring
the Nurses to move for summary judgment before ruling
on the motion for class certification and by considering
absent class members' claims on the merits, and the COA
committed reversible error by endorsing this irregular
and unauthorized procedure.

At the end of the first class-certification hearing, the Superior Court

indicated that because of the "complexity of all this," it was not going to

rule on whether class certification was appropriate. (RP122.) The Superior

Court was not "comfortable" with the underlying meals-and-breaks law and

instructed the Nurses, not the Hospital, to file a series of plaintiffs'

summary-judgment motions to help the Superior Court understand the legal

See also Seattle Prof'l Eng'g Employees Ass'n v. Boeing Co., 139 Wn.2d 824, 830, 991
P.2d 1 126 (2000); United Food & Commercial Workers Union Local 1001 v. Mutual
Benefit Life Ins. Co., 84 Wn. App. 47, 51-52, 925 P.2d 212 (1996); RAP 13.4(b)(1) & (4).
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issues and controlling law. (RP123-129, RP137.) The Nurses complied

with the trial court's directive and filed tteee summary-judgment motions,

while the Hospital filed one cross-motion. The Superior Court made

numerous legal rulings in conjunction with these motions that impacted

absent class members pre-class certification. (Appx.57-63.) The COA also

expressly endorsed this procedure. (Appx.25-27.) This procedure is flatly

inconsistent with protecting the absent-class members' due-process rights

through the notice-and-protective order provisions of OR 23(c)-(e) and the

rule prohibiting merits-determinations pre-class certification.^'

7, The COA committed reversible error when it concluded
that this case cannot be certified as a hybrid CR 23(b)(1)
or (b)(2) class as a matter of law because the Nurses also
seek monetary relief under CR 23(b)(3).

The trial court and the COA refused to certify a class under

CR 23(b)(1) or (b)(2) because the Nurses also sought to certify a class under

CR 23(b)(3), relying on Nelson v. Appleway Chevrolet, Inc}° (Appx.35.)

This ruling is legal en-or and inconsistent with both Nelson's holding and

its rationale. The reason courts do not allow damages to be recovered in a

CR 23(b)(1) or (b)(2) class—as stated by this Court in Nelson—is that

See, e.g., Epstein v. MCA, Inc., 179 F.3d 641, 648 (9*^ Cir. 1999) ("Due process requires
that an absent class member's right to adequate representation be protected by the adoption
of the appropriate procedures by the certifying couit and by the courts that review its
determinations.").

See Nelson, 160 Wn. 2d at 189.
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absent class members are not entitled to the same due-process-notice

protections that class members are entitled to under CR 23(b)(3). However,

once a court determines that a CR 23(b)(3) class is not appropriate, but that

the case otherwise meets the requirements of CR 23(b)(1) or (b)(2), then it

should simply limit recovery to exclusively injunctive or declaratory relief

rather than denying the CR 23(b)(1) or (b)(2) class altogether.

Here, the Nurses are entitled to declaratory relief on what is

obviously a class issue even if court rejects all CR 23(b)(3) grounds:

whether intermittent breaks are consistent with the duties of nursing, and,

consequently, whether the Hospital has a scheduling obligation under

WAC 296-126-092 (4) & (5). This regulation mandates non-waivable rest

periods of "at least 10 minutes" for every four hours worked that must be

''scheduled as near as possible to the midpoint of the work period," unless

"the nature of the work allows employees to take intermittent rest periods

equivalent to 10 minutes for each 4-hours worked." The Nurses contend

that intermittent brealcs are inconsistent with the nature of acute care

nursing, and this issue needs to be resolved going forward so both the

Nurses and the Hospital know their rest-break rights and duties.

E. Conclusion

The Nurses request the Supreme Court accept review of the Court

of Appeal's Opinion on the issues listed and described herein.
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Fearing, C.J. — Marietta Jones, Oralia Garcia, Kathleen Christiansen, and Judith

Chavez, present or former nurses at Pasco's Lourdes Medical Center, sue the hospital and

its administrator, John Serle, for allegedly failing to provide nurses with rest periods and
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Chavez v. Our Lady of Lourdes Hasp,

meal periods and failing to pay wages owed as a result of the denial of the periods. The

nurses appeal from the trial court's refusal to certify the lawsuit as a class action. The

trial court ruled that the requirements of CR 23(a) were met, but that the nurses failed to

establish one of the three alternative prerequisites under CR 23(b), including

predominance and superiority as required by CR 23(b)(3). Because the trial court is in

the best position to determine whether a class action is the superior method of resolving a

lawsuit, we defer to the trial court and affirm its denial of certification. We conclude the

trial court did not abuse its discretion in this important decision.

FACTS

Lourdes Medical Center is a nonprofit hospital located in Pasco and serving the

Tri-Cities region. The hospital maintained or maintains nine departments: an emergency

room department, an obstetrics and birthing department, an intensive care unit, a medical-

surgical unit, a same day surgery unit, gastrointestinal services department, a

rehabilitation center, a post anesthesia care or observation unit, and an operating room

department. In June 2013, the hospital, for financial reasons, closed its obstetric unit.

Lourdes employs more than one hundred registered nurses, on a full-time, part-time, and

per diem basis. Most nurses work twelve-hour shifts.

This lawsuit concerns how Lourdes accounted for nurse's work time and afforded

meal and rest breaks. Because the sole issue on appeal concerns certification of a class

action, our statement of facts focuses on facts relevant to certification more than facts

2
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relevant to the underlying causes of action against Lourdes Medical Center. Still the

facts regarding the substantive claims hold relevance. The nurses claim that; (1) Lourdes

systematically failed to record and compensate nurses for missed rest periods, (2) the

hospital failed to provide scheduled rest periods as required by law and its own policies,

(3) the hospital failed to compensate nurses for on call meal periods, (4) Lourdes failed to

provide nurses with a second meal period during twelve-hour shifts, and (5) Lourdes

failed to compensate nurses for missed meal periods by discouraging nurses to report

missed meal periods. Although we do not mention Lourdes' administrator John Serle

again, the reader may assume that our analysis of claims against him mirror our analysis

of claims against Lourdes Medical Center,

The order denying class certification omits a reference to the declarations and

affidavits that the trial court reviewed when considering the motion for certification.

Therefore, we consider all testimony regardless of whether the testimony addressed a

summary judgment motion or the class certification motion. The parties inundated the

trial court and inundate us with declarations and deposition excerpts, not that there is

anything wrong with that. The nurses' testimony focuses on the rest period, meal period,

and worktime accounting at the hospital. Lourdes' testimony focuses on differences

between schedules and tasks of individual nurses and nurses by department and by shift.

The declarations from the respective parties and their witnesses often conflict.

The parties agree that Lourdes Medical Center utilized a web-based timekeeping

3
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system called Kronos to record employee work time. Employees used Kronos to clock

the beginning of work and clock the ending of work. Kronos automatically deducted

thirty minutes from an employee's compensable time for a meal period for any shift

longer than five hours. When an employee clocked out, the employee could account for a

missed meal period by canceling the automatic meal period deduction. When an

employee reported a missed meal period, Lourdes paid for the half hour at the appropriate

regular or overtime rate. The Kronos system did not record rest periods or missed rest

periods.

Lourdes Medical Center maintained no policy that directed nurses to report missed

rest breaks to the hospital payroll office and had no formal process for a nurse to report a

missed break. Before March 2013, the hospital had no knowledge of any nurse being

paid for a missed rest period, maintained no policy that provided for payment for a

missed rest break, and never informed employees of the right to receive additional

payment for a missed rest break.

We now outline testimony of the plaintiff nurses and their witnesses. We will

later outline testimony of Lourdes Medical Center's witnesses.

According to plaintiff nurses, a Washington regulation prohibits a nurse assigned

to a patient of abandoning the patient and requires every nurse to transfer a patient's care

to another qualified nurse when leaving an assignment. If a Lourdes Medical Center

nurse abandoned a patient assignment without a transference, she would suffer discipline.

4
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This rule imposes an obstacle for a nurse with a patient assignment from taking a rest

break. Whether a nurse exercises a rest break depends on whether the hospital provides

her with another nurse to transfer patient care or the fortuitous event of no patient to care

for during a break period. The hospital maintains no procedure of relieving nurses

assigned to a patient's care.

Lourdes Medical Center generally assigns nurses to twelve-hour shifts. The

hospital did not allow nurses two meal periods during these shifts. The Kronos time

electronic system failed to note that nurses, on this half-day shift, should receive two

meal breaks. The hospital maintained no system to report missed second lunches.

Nurses testified that they often worked a twelve-hour shift without a second meal break.

According to plaintiff witnesses, a Lourdes Medical Center employee subjected

herself to discipline if she worked overtiitie without authorization. Therefore, if a nurse

missed a meal period and pressed the deduct cancelation button with the result that she

worked overtime during a pay period, the hospital might discipline her. Nevertheless,

plaintiffs Oralia Garcia and Marietta Jones testified that every time they reported missing

a meal period, the hospital paid each at the appropriate rate, which testimony may

conflict with the hospital's concession that no payment occurred before 2013. Garcia and

Jones also respectively testified that the hospital never disciplined them for missing meal

periods or reporting missed meal breaks.

Appx(S.Ct.)000006
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Oralia Garcia worked as a registered nurse in Lourdes Medical Center's

emergency department from 2005 to June 25, 2012. She sometimes assisted in the

ambulatory unit, The hospital claims that each of its nine departments discretely trained

its department nurses regarding rests and meals. Garcia testified that emergency

department nurses never received unit specific training on using rest and meal periods;

She was unaware of unit policies that cover rest and meal periods.

As part of its defense to this lawsuit, Lourdes Medical Center contends it met its

obligation to allow an employee a fifteen-minute break for every four hours worked, if

the employee periodically took small breaks from work duties and those small breaks

totaled in time fifteen minutes. Lourdes calls these breaks "intermittent" or "mini"

breaks. Presumably, under the hospital's theory, if a nurse rested by closing her eyes for

ten seconds, those seconds counted toward a fifteen-minute break. According to Oralia

Garcia, Lourdes Medical Center management told her, upon her hire, that she would

receive two fifteen-minute minute block rest periods in a twelve-hour shift. Management

never suggested to her that she take rest periods in smaller increments of time that, over

the course of the day, would equal a half hour. Oralia Garcia conceded sometimes

patient flow allowed emergency room nurses to enjoy small incremental breaks, chat

about personal matters, surf the internet, check e-mail, read magazines or newspapers, or

eat a snack.

Appx(S.Ct,)000007
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According to Oralia Garcia, she frequently missed rest periods. The hospital never

assigned another nurse to cover for her during a break. She never observed any nurse

transferring duties regarding a patient to another registered nurse during a rest break,

Garcia averred that the nursing commission and Lourdes Medical Center held a nurse

responsible for the care of a patient even during a time that the nurse rested. Therefore,

emergency room nurses feared taking breaks.

Melissa Linfoot signed a declaration, in which she testified that emergency room

nurses enjoyed rest breaks. According to Oralia Garcia, Garcia worked with Melissa

Linfoot for over three hundred and fifty shifts in the emergency department. Garcia

challenges the testimony of Linfoot. Garcia observed Linfoot on many occasions work

without exercising rest or uninterrupted meal breaks.

Oralia Garcia testified that she never reported a missed rest period or received

additional compensation for a missed period. Hospital management never instructed her

to contact her supervisor to report a missed rest period. When Garcia worked in the

ambulatory unit, unit manager Dee Hazel told her that missed rest periods were lost time.

According to Oralia Garcia, Lourdes Medical Center never scheduled rest periods

for nurses. Garcia never refused to exercise a break or rest period when the hospital

arranged for a qualified nurse to assume patient responsibilities under protocol. Garcia

once refused to transfer a patient's care to a nurse who lacked required certifications and

7
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needed training.

Oralia Garcia averred that, despite working twelve-hour shifts, Lourdes Medical

Center afforded her only one unpaid meal period. She further testified that she missed

ninety percent of her meal periods. She never noticed another nurse receiving two meal

breaks in a half-day shift. Garcia could not leave the hospital during meal breaks. The

hospital required her availability at all times to respond to emergencies and questions

concerning patient care.

Lourdes Medical Center claims that it utilized Go Where You're Needed (GWYN)

nurses, or nurses that floated from department to department to relieve nurses for rest

breaks. Garcia denied that the hospital employed GWYN nurses to allow nurses breaks.

Judith Chavez worked for the Lourdes Medical Center obstetrics department on

three twelve-hour shifts per week until the department closed in 2013. According to

Chavez, her charge nurse, during orientation, instructed her she must stay on the hospital

premises during meal periods in order to respond to emergencies. Judith Chavez testified

that family members sometimes brought her food at work during busy times when she

lacked thirty minutes of uninterrupted time to eat or when the hospital cafeteria was

closed. The family members deposited the food at the nurses' station because she

attended to patients and could not leave the obstetrics unit. She sometimes watched a

fetal monitor in the break room when exercising a meal period, for which she received no

pay. Judith Chavez also testified that she had no knowledge that she could cancel the

S
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automatic meal period deduct programmed into the Kronos system when she needed to

stay at the hospital or when work obligations interrupted a meal.

Judith Chavez had never heard of Lourdes Medical Center' terminology of a "mini

break" or "intermittent break" until filing this lawsuit. Clerk's Papers (CP) at 144.

Chavez testified that at times she made personal phone calls and conversed with

coworkers, but these events occurred when she had a patient assignment and was

expected to provide patient care for a laboring mother.

Judith Chavez testified that Lourdes Medical Center never offered her a fifteen-

minute rest period during which she held no duties. In order to relax, she would need

fifteen minutes of uninterrupted rest after she transferred responsibility for a patient to

another nurse, not an occasional minute when under assignment. Chavez never

transferred care of a patient to another nurse in order to enjoy a fifteen-minute respite.

No one ever covered for Chavez during a rest period or a meal period.

Judith Chavez testified that Lourdes Medical Center never informed her that she

could report a missed rest period for additional compensation. The hospital never

instructed her to contact any supervisor if she missed a rest period. After she filed suit,

Lourdes Medical Center instructed her not to claim any rest periods even if she received

no fifteen-minute uninterrupted repose but experienced intermittent brief rests.

According to Judith Chavez, despite working only twelve-hour shifts, she never

received two meal breaks. Lourdes Medical Center informed her she could take only two

9
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fifteen-minute breaks, not three, during a twelve-hour shift. Chavez denied any obstetrics

unit specific policies with regard to rest and meal breaks.

At the beginning of this suit. Marietta Jones worked as a registered nurse in the

observation and pre-admit units of Lourdes Medical Center. Earlier in her career, Jones

worked in all other hospital units, except the operating room. Jones served as a charge

nurse in the medical-surgical and the obstetrics departments. She usually worked twelve-

hour shifts.

According to Marietta Jones, Lourdes Medical Center management told her that

the hospital did not pay for missed rest periods. Hospital management never informed

her that she could report a missed period. Therefore, Jones never complained about

missed breaks, The hospital never mentioned to Jones the concept of a mini or

intermittent break until after the filing of this lawsuit. The hospital then instructed Jones

not to report missed rest breaks if she received intermittent breaks. Jones never received

unit specific training regarding rest periods and knows of no policies that apply only to a

department.

According to Marietta Jones, the obstetrics department lacked a nurse to cover for

another nurse exercising a rest break. Contrary to testimony of a supervisor, Jones never

refused a rest or meal period when offered. Once Jones' supervisor assigned another

nurse to relieve her during a lunch break, but the substituting nurse stated she could only

assist for ten minutes. Jones mentioned the nurse's statement to her supervisor Amber
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Champagne-Wright, who appeared agitated but directed the relief nurse to substitute for a

half hour.

According to Marietta Jones, nurses cannot safely transfer patient duties to another

nurse for a break of two or three minutes in duration. Before the filing of suit, Jones

never observed a registered nurse transfer patient responsibility to another nurse so that

the first nurse could enjoy a respite.

During Marietta Jones' employment with Lourdes Medical Center, the hospital

maintained a policy of one unpaid meal period during a twelve-hour shift. The hospital s

Kronos system allowed only one deduction for a lunch during a shift. Management never

informed her to use the deduct button if she missed a meal. Jones encountered difficulty

eating meals while working because of interruptions for emergencies. She could not

leave the hospital for a meal without permission. The hospital utilized GWYN nurses to

fill open shifts not to relieve nurses for meal or rest periods.

Plaintiff Kathleen Christiansen has worked for Lourdes Medical Center for over

twenty-six years and exclusively in the intensive care department since 2005. She

previously worked in all units, but the operating room unit. Lourdes also assigned her to

serve as its first cover or GWYN nurse. Nevertheless, according to Christiansen, a

GWYN nurse substituted for an absent or ill nurse and rarely relieved on duty nurses.

The hospital never informed Christiansen of unit specific policies regarding meal and rest

breaks.
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During her many years employed by Lourdes Medical Center, Kathleen

Christianson has never enjoyed a meal off premises. During all of her meal breaks, she

has responded to emergencies and doctor's instructions and answered questions from

other nurses.

Kathleen Christianson testified that, before this suit, Lourdes Medical Center

informed her she could take two paid fifteen-minute rest periods and one unpaid half hour

meal break during a twelve-hour shift, Lourdes did not inform her she could report a

missed break and receive compensation. She never received a second meal period during

a twelve-hour shift. The hospital never informed her of the ability or right to exercise a

second meal break.

According to Kathleen Christianson, no nurse ever covered her duties so that she

could exercise a work break. Lourdes Medical Center never relieved her from any

patient assignments during a shift. Contrary to the claim of Lourdes Medical Center,

Christianson denied ever rejecting the opportunity to exercise a rest period. She often

needed to return to work duties when taking a meal break.

Kathleen Christianson testified that Lourdes Medical Center constructed a policy

after this lawsuit, under which policy the hospital instructs nurses to take intermittent rest

breaks rather than full fifteen-minute breaks. According to Christianson, intermittent rest

breaks do not allow a nurse to transfer patient responsibilities to another nurse.

Intermittent breaks do not provide the relaxation needed during the course of a day.

12
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Additional nurses signed declarations that echoed the testimony of the plaintiff

nurses. Emergency room nurses Vicki Haines and Melanie Bell stated that they exercised

no breaks. Conversely, other emergency room nurses testified that day and night shift

registered nurses could usually take a thirty-minute uninterrupted meal period and rest

breaks.

We now address testimony submitted by Lourdes Medical Center. The hospital's

declarations focused on the difference between hospital departments and work shifts,

although the declarations also addressed whether Lourdes violated wage laws. Plaintiff

Marietta Jones, in her deposition, admitted a difference in the administration of breaks

from department to department. We organize the hospital's evidence by hospital

department.

Seventeen part-time and ftill-time registered nurses work in the emergency

department at various times on eight or twelve-hour shifts. One nurse, generally the most

experienced, serves as the charge nurse. The charge nurse assesses work-flow and

patient placement and generally lacks patient assignments. Typically, one registered

nurse works in triage, one to order supplies, and another to track patient care. The triage

nurse also forgoes patient assignments, while the remaining nurses are assigned to rooms

inside the department.

The emergency department nursing orientation includes discussing meal periods

and rest breaks. Lourdes Medical Center does not identify ways in which the emergency
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room's orientation regarding breaks may differ from other departments. Generally, a

registered nurse notifies the charge nurse that he or she wishes a break, although each

charge nurse administers meal periods and breaks differently.

The Lourdes Medical Center surgery department usually operates from 7:00 a.m.

to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, although emergency surgeries may occur at any

hour. This department enjoys a predictable patient flow since the department schedules

most surgeries in advance. A fixed schedule accommodates nurses' rest breaks and meal

periods.

Eight full-time registered nurses work eight-hour shifts in surgery. Tasks of

surgical nurses differ from duties of nurses in other departments. Surgeries require

technical precision. Registered nurses work closely with surgeons and must hold highly

specialized skills, including knowledge of surgical equipment. Typically, one nurse

serves as a charge nurse, lacks patient assignments, and coordinates and covers breaks.

Surgery department nurse orientation includes discussion of meal periods and rest

breaks. A surgical nurse rarely misses a meal and rest break, and, when missed,

according to Lourdes Medical Center, the hospital compensates the nurse for the hospital

missed time. The nurse notifies the charge nurse of a missed rest, and the charge nurse

records the missed period on a white board. The charge nurse assigns three registered

nurses for each two surgery rooms. A fifth registered nurse serves as a floating nurse,

assists with patient care, and covers meal periods and rest breaks. During a lengthy
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surgery, a surgical nurse will be relieved for a rest break or meal period,

Lourdes Medical Center also maintains a medical/surgery unit apparently separate

from the surgical department. The medical/surgical unit remains open twenty-four hours

a day, seven days per week and treats patients needing to stay at the hospital for over

twenty-four hours. In this department, registered nurses perform routine physical

assessments, administer medications, prepare patients for surgery, and monitor

postsurgery patients for complications. The nurses may assist with patient mobility,

dieting and toileting needs, check doctor orders, provide patient education and discharge

instructions, assist registered nurse students, and record treatment. The medical/surgery

unit experiences an unpredictable patient flow. Therefore, registered nurses coordinate

breaks based on personal preference and patient care.

Full-time, part-time, and per diem registered nurses, typically on twelve-hour

shifts,, work in the medical/surgery unit. Nurses rotate into the role of charge nurse. The

charge nurse has additional duties of patient admissions, assigning patients to other

nurses, and assisting in scheduling. At night, registered nurses in the medical/surgery

department routinely exercise meal and rest breaks since patients in the unit sleep.

According to Lourdes Medical Center, some registered nurses in the unit waive meal

periods on a regular basis despite coverage being offered.

The patient acute care unit operates in tandeni with the surgery department by

assessing surgical patients for pre-operative and intra-operative surgical care. Three fiill-
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time and two part-time registered nurses work eight-hour shifts in the department.

Registered nurses in the unit undergo department orientation that includes training about

meal periods and rest breaks. According to Lourdes Medical Center, a nurse in the acute

care department rarely misses rest breaks and meal periods.

The same day surgery/ambulatory/gastrointestinal laboratory, also known as the

same day surgery department, functions from 6:00 a.m. to sometime between 3 p.m. and

6:30 p.m., depending on the day's completion of surgical procedures. This same day

surgery department enjoys a predictable patient flow because the unit schedules most

surgeries in advance. Nurses thereby experience predictable rest breaks and meal periods

within set windows of time.

Seven full-time and three part-time registered nurses work in the same day surgery

department. Although most work twelve-hour shifts, three nurses work eight-hour shifts,

and one works two eight-hour shifts and two twelve-hour shifts.

The observation department functions twenty-four hours per day, seven days per

week. Nevertheless, the department will temporarily close if it monitors no patients. The

observation department monitors patients coming from the emergency room and surgery

department and assists outpatients who undergo blood transfusions or receive antibiotics

or intravenous fluids. Five full-time and one part-time registered nurse, all working

twelve-hour shifts, labor in the observation department.

Dee Hazel managed the observation department until January 2012, when Teresa
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Pleyo assumed management. Plaintiff Marietta Jones testified that the two had different

management styles. Under Pleyo, Jones felt comfortable reporting if she missed a meal

period.

The observation department provides training that covers department specific

procedures, including meal periods and rest breaks. Under department procedures, a

registered nurse must notify the charge nurse or coworkers of a break, but she does not

require preapproval from the manager. The transfer of patient care to another registered

nurse for meal periods or rest breaks in this unit is easier because the department serves

lower acuity patients. This process differs at night since only one registered nurse works

in the department during the night shift.

Except when the department's patient census is high, observation department

nurses rarely miss rest breaks arid meal periods. At night, observation patients usually

sleep and require less direct patient care. Night shift nurses thereby enjoy more time to

engage in personal activities. Of course, according to the nurses, a nurse remains

laboring, despite engaging in personal activities, if she must respond to calls. According

to Lourdes Medical Center, registered nurses in the observation department take breaks in

small increments throughout the shift to chat about personal matters, check Facebook or

e-mail, use cell phones, or otherwise relax.

The intensive care unit treats patients requiring higher level care. The department

utilizes specialty equipment such as telemetry, respirators, central lines, and pacemakers.
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Nurses monitor medications, monitor ventilators, oversee heavy sedation, manage drips,

and engage in emergency protocol and care for critically ill patients.

Full-time, part-time, and per diem registered nurses work in the intensive care unit

on twelve-hour shifts. One nurse serves as charge nurse on a shift. The charge nurse

coordinates patient admissions, monitors cardiac equipment, and assists with scheduling.

No registered nurse need be present in the unit if the unit houses no patient.

Nevertheless, one patient requires the presence of two qualified registered nurses. An

intensive care unit nurse can monitor only two patients at a time. In the absence of an

intensive care department patient, unit nurses may monitor medical/surgical unit patients.

The number of intensive care unit patients varies from time to time. The unit

usually houses one to two patients per day, and may go weeks without a patient. Staffing

levels generally allow unit nurses to realize meal periods and rest breaks. The unit

delivers a department specific orientation for registered nurses, and this orientation

discusses target times and protocols for meal periods and rest breaks. When there are two

intensive care unit registered nurses, breaks and meal periods can be taken.

According to Lourdes Medical Center, the required certification level for intensive

care unit registered nurses complicates finding relief for meal periods and rest breaks

with a high acuity patient, but another intensive care unit nurse is usually available to

provide relief. Even on busy days, unit nurses generally enjoy time to take breaks, eat, go

to the coffee shop, and text.
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Cheryl Carr worked at Lourdes as supervisor of the intensive care unit. As

manager, she allowed unit registered nurses to coordinate rest and lunch breaks as they

wished. Most nurses insisted on taking breaks and lunches as they saw fit. As manager,

she observed nurses exercising mini-breaks to socialize, drink coffee, and make personal

phone calls. According to Carr, the small breaks totaled at least ten minutes for each four

hours. The intensive care unit was not as busy as other departments and allowed more

breaks for nurses. Some unit nurses refused a thirty-minute meal and instead preferred to

eat periodically. Plaintiff Kathy Christiansen often refused a thirty-minute lunch break,

and Carr often reminded her to exercise the full break.

Suzanne Hannigan serves as Lourdes Medical Center Director of Nursing

Services. She supervises at least thirty-three nurses. Hannigan fears that nurses in the

intensive care unit formed a belief that they cannot take breaks or meal periods.

Hannigan does not know the source of this belief. Management has never told nurses that

they may not exercise breaks. When Hannigan leams that a nurse missed a meal period,

she instructs the nurse to cancel the meal deduct or inform payroll.

The inpatient rehabilitation department serves inpatients needing intense

rehabilitation following surgery or trauma. Patient flow is predictable. Registered nurses

in the department perform standard nursing tasks such as checking vitals, medication

management, handling intravenous lines, and assisting with patient transfers.

During most months, the inpatient rehabilitation department employs four full-
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time registered nurses and three per diem registered nurses, all whom work twelve-hour

shifts, The unit designates one working nurse as the charge nurse. The department may

assign other registered nurses to assist with trauma patients. On Tuesdays and

Thursdays, unit nurses attend staff meeting and family rounds. The night nurses on

Mondays also perform chart reviews for Tuesday staff meetings.

According to Lourdes Medical Center, rehabilitation registered nurses undergo a

department specific orientation that covers meal periods and rest breaks, although the

hospital identified no differences from other departments. Nurses plan meal periods and

rest breaks at the onset of each shift. Rehabilitation nurses remain busy from 8 to 10 a.m.

and around meal times. Work slows in the inpatient rehabilitation unit by mid-moming

and between 1:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. because patients leave the department for therapy.

Registered nurses working night shift begin with a couple of hours of patient assessment

and care, but then patients sleep and require little attention. As a result, nurses working

in the rehabilitation department enjoy lengthy periods of downtime without patient care

or responsibilities. During this time, they chat about personal matters, use the intemet, go

to the espresso bar or gift shop, make personal calls, or read.

The obstetrics and birthing unit closed in June 2013. Until that month, the

department remained open twenty-four hours a day, seven days per week. The obstetrics

department cared for laboring mothers and postpartum mothers and babies. The

department saw unpredictability because of unscheduled births. Sometimes, the unit
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experienced weeks without a patient and then assisted numerous laboring mothers

simultaneously.

Eleven full-time and two part-time registered nurses worked at various times in

obstetrics, all on twelve-hour shifts. The unit maintained a daily minimum staff of four

nurses regardless of whether patients were present. One registered nurse acted as a

charge nurse and assisted in operation of the department. The charge nurse assigned

tasks such as checking crash carts, refrigerators, the warmer, and the C-section room,

mailing phenylketonuria data, ensuring the placement of all reports in patient charts, and

addressing concerns from physicians. Ideally, two registered nurses engaged in labor and

delivery, while other nurses delivered postpartum patient care.

Each obstetrics registered nurse received department training when meal periods

and rest breaks were discussed. Typically, a registered nurse informed the charge nurse if

he or she wished a break and gave a report about any patient status to the covering nurse.

Due to the relatively low numbers of patients served and core staffing levels,

registered nurses in Lourdes Medical Center obstetrics unit experienced prolonged

periods of idle time, during which they performed tasks unrelated to work. Registered

nurses ate a second meal together on a slow day. Some obstetrics nurses even covered

breaks and meal periods for registered nurses in other departments. Even on days with

patients, registered nurses in obstetrics could take small breaks, for at least ten minutes

per half day, to use cell phones, check e-mail, read magazines, get coffee, and grab
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snacks.

Amber Champagne-Wright, a Lourdes Medical Center supervisor, signed a

declaration representative of other declarations signed by Lourdes managers and

supervisors. Managers, supervisors and other employees discussed, in their respective

declarations specific timing as to when they exercised lunch and other breaks. They

testified to canceling the automatic deduct function in the Kronos time management

system on the rare occasion when they missed a meal. They mentioned the difference

between a calm night shiff and a day shift and dissimilarities between departments.

Amber Champagne-Wright averred that, since 2004, she has overseen several

Lourdes departments including the emergency room, ambulatory unit, observation

department, surgery room, labor and delivery unit, rehabilitation department, and medical

unit. Fifteentotwenty nurses work per shift. According to Champagne-Wright,

registered nurses, on a typical shift, received one thirty-minute unpaid lunch during the

first half of the shift. During the second half of any given shift, a registered nurse may

eat food in his or her unit. The primary factors determining whether a registered nurse

may eat during the second half of the shift is patient census and acuity of care needed.

Amber Champagne-Wright recognized that, when she eats a meal on a unit, she

sometimes encounters interruptions. She returns later to finish her meal. All Lourdes

department nurses suffer these interruptions. Often times, despite the interruptions, she

still accumulates thirty minutes for the second meal. Depending on how busy she is,
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Champagne-Wright and other nurses may enjoy two hours to eat during the second half

of the shift. The amount of time for a second meal break varies from shift to shift and

department to department.

Amber Champagne-Wright has not suffered discipline or docked pay for

exercising a second meal break. She encourages nurses that she supervises to have a

second meal. Night shift nurses find it easier to enjoy a second full meal block.

Obtaining a second meal break was more common in the obstetrics unit. Staffing

requirements demanded nurses in the obstetrics unit at all times, even if no patients

present. Nurses in the emergency room found it most difficult to obtain a second meal.

Champagne-Wright claims that, on some units and shifts, registered nurses enjoy a half

hour to two hours without active patient duties and during which they may pursue

personal activities.

Amber Champagne-Wright testified to differences among units. Most same day

surgery and ambulatory unit nurses work eight-hour shifts, while other nurses work

twelve-hour shifts. The typical nurse works thirty-six hours per week. Some full-time

nurses work overtime, while others rarely do. Part-time nurses rarely work overtime.

Amber Champagne-Wright testified that each new registered nurse undergoes

orientation specific to his or her departments. Each department orientation includes

instructions on meal periods and rest breaks. The charge nurse apprises each nurse to

account for unit specific circumstances that may alter her ability to take a lunch or rest
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break.

Amber Champagne-Wright testified that the duties of registered nurses vary

between night and day shifts. Night nurses experience more free time. Because of this

time, night nurses must review a patient' s entire chart and ensure the accuracy of the

chart. Registered nurse duties on weekend shifts echo the duties of a night shift nurse

because of more free time and less distraction from the administration and physicians.

According to Amber Champagne-Wright, Marietta Jones has refused a meal break.

Sara Barron served as the director of inpatient services from 2003-2010. Barron

learned in the early 2000s of lawsuits by nurses in other hospitals over meal and rest

breaks. Therefore, Barron diligently worked to ensure nurses obtained needed breaks.

According to Sara Barron, Judy Chavez refused to be relieved for lunch on several

occasions. Chavez's brother-in-law usually brought and ate lunch with her, Barron

claimed that Chavez made a significant number of personal calls during work hours.

Chavez also frequently socialized with other employees. Her intermittent personal time

would total at least ten minutes every four hours. Sara Barron also accused Marietta

Jones of socializing and engaging in personal activity throughout a shift. Jones' personal

time totaled ten minutes for every four hours worked.

Debra Hill works as Lourdes Medical Center's payroll coordinator. She trains

new employees and new managers on the Kronos system. If an employee misses a break

or meal, the employee may report the miss to a supervisor, who will contact Hill. Hill
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will then adjust the payroll records.

According to Debra Hill, plaintiff Judith Chavez, after filing suit, contacted her

supervisor about missing a break. The supervisor notified Hill, who added fifteen

minutes to Chavez's work time. Plaintiff Oralia Garcia contacted Hill many times when

she did not get paid correctly. Hill then reviewed Garcia's time and pay and entered any

needed corrections. Hill expected Garcia to notify Hill of any missed lunches or breaks.

She did not.

According to Debra Hill, plaintiff Kathy Christenson frequently contacted her

about use of the Kronos system. Hill also expected Christenson to inform her of any

missed breaks. Christenson did not. Plaintiff Marrietta Jones contacted Hill when Jones

lost a Kronos password or had a question about pay. Jones never reported a missed

break.

PROCEDURE

In June 2012, the nurses filed a complaint for unlawful withholding of wages and

alleged that the hospital failed to provide nurses with rest periods and meal periods. In

the original complaint, the nurses sought monetary, declaratory, and mjunctive relief, in

addition to class certification.

Effective March 10, 2013, Lourdes adopted a new accounting system. The system

permits tracking of intermittent breaks, requires nurses to clock in and out for meal

periods, and allows nurses to track missed rest periods.
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In April 2013, the nurses filed a motion for class action certification. They sought

a class of all registered nurses who worked at least one hourly shift at Lourdes Medical

Center at Pasco from June 25, 2009 through the then present to litigate common liability

questions related to the hospital's meal and break policies and practices. The nurses also

alternatively proposed subclasses of nurses by shift or department. In response, Lourdes

Medical Center filed affidavits by managers and supervisors that we quoted, in part,

above, Lourdes argued that operational differences within its departments would cause

difficulty in resolving damage questions.

After the trial court entertained initial arguments regarding class certificationj the

court astutely postponed a decision on the motion and offered the nurses an opportunity

to present summary judgment motions to clarify the legal theories controlling Lourdes

Medical Center's exposure to liability. The law encourages the trial court, for purposes

of judicial economy, to delay ruling on a motion for class certification until after hearing

dispositive motions. Sheehan v. Central Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority, 155

Wn.2d 790, 123 P.3d 88 (2005). At different times, the nurses then brought three

summary judgment motions respectively relating to (1) nonmeal rest periods, (2) tracking

time and paying for missed rest periods, and (3) the need for a second meal period during

a twelve-hour shift. The trial court denied the nurses' motions for partial summary

judgment. The court concluded issues of fact existed as to whether individual nurses

were afforded time to take a meal break and whether individual nurses were relieved of
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work in order to take a break. The ruling noted that availability of a meal break could

depend on the shift worked by a nurse.

In March 2015, the nurses amended their complaint. The amendment continues to

seek declaratory and injunctive relief. Nevertheless, the complaint notices Lourdes

Medical Center's March 2013 change in meals and breaks time keeping policies. The

nurses allege that "this lawsuit was a driving force in the policy change that allowed

nurses a way to track missed rest periods and that they have already obtained a

substantial, systemic victory on a class basis." CP at 1640. The amended complaint

sought a requested class period for workers laboring before March 10, 2013.

Also in March 2015, the nurses.renewed their motion for class certification for all

registered nurses who worked at least one hourly shift at Lourdes Medical Center from

June 25, 2009 through March 10, 2013, and, in the alternative, if necessary, to certify

subclasses of these same nurses by department or shift hours. The trial court denied class

certification. The court ruled that the nurses met the class certification requirements of

CR 23(a) but not CR 23(b). In so ruling, the trial court found that the number of nurses

was sufficiently large to render joinder impractical. The trial court also found that the

potential class members' claims included common liability issues and that the class

representatives shared common issues with the class. At the conclusion of the hearing,

the trial court commented:
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I still am going to deny the request for class certification because, in
my mind, the class issues do not predominate. There are certainly some
important class issues that are there and that exist, but, when the rubber
meets the road, what happens from shift to shift, from nurse to nurse, from
nurse type to nurse type, from census to census and so on, and so on it goes,
if we had a class the generalities of what happened at Lourdes or what
happens at Lourdes, I believe, would consume and overrun the specifics.

It does appear to me that virtually—well, I'll say all of the other
requirements of CR 23 are met, but just not those—not those three, that
way I've made a ruling on all of the subparts.

Report of Proceedings (RP) at 406-07. The order denying class action certification reads,

in part;

5. The Court finds plaintiffs have not met the required showing that
a mandatory class action would be maintainable under CR23(b)(l) because
the primary objective of this lawsuit is monetary damages and plaintiffs
have failed to show prejudice to absent class members would occur.

6. The Court finds plaintiffs have not met the required showing that
a mandatory class action would be maintainable under CR 23(bX2) because
the primary objective of this lawsuit is monetary damages and plaintiffs
have failed to establish the necessity of declaratory or injunctive relief.

7. The Court finds plaintiffs have not met the required showing that
a class action would be maintainable under CR 23(b)(3). The Court finds
that common class issues do not predominate over individual questions
because issues regarding shift, nurse type, nurse roles and job duties,
patient assignments and census, managers, and department cause me
specifics for each class member to overrun any generalities. The Court also
finds that a class action is not superior to alternatives such as joinder or
individual lawsuits for fair and efficient adjudication of the claims. Finally,
the Court also finds that the proposed class, or the proposed nine subclasses
by department, would be unmanageable at trial.

CP at 1011-12. We accepted discretionary review of the order denying class

certification.
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LAW AND ANALYSIS

The nurses contend the trial court erred in some of its summary judgment rulings.

We did not accept discretionary review for the purpose of reviewing summary judgment

rulings and will not directly address any such rulings. We note that the law instructs

courts not to decide the merits of claims when ruling on class certification requests.

Washington Education Association v. Shelton School District No. 309, 93 Wn.2d 783,

790,613 P.2d 769(1980).

In challenging the trial court's order denying class certification, the nurses argue

on appeal that the trial court failed to liberally construe CR 23 in favor of certification,

the trial court failed to enter sufficient factual findings to justify denial of certification,

the trial court implicitly and erroneously found facts against them without conducting an

evidentiary hearing, the trial court erroneously required them to prove their case as a

matter of law, and the trial court erroneously required them to prove damages before

certification or discovery. We will not discretely address each argument, although we

reject each argument. We will address some of the arguments during the flow of cur

analysis.

Lourdes Medical Center responds that the trial court acted within its discretion

because the court conducted a rigorous analysis of the class certification requirements.

The hospital also argues that individual issues predominate with each of the nurses

theories of liability and that common issues do not control as required for certification
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under CR 23(b)(3). Additionally, the hospital asserts that the trial court correctly

determined the class failed to meet CR 23(b)(3) because the class was unmanageable.

The plaintiff nurses and Lourdes Medical Center forward conflicting facts,

including facts important to determining whether to grant class certification. The parties

disagree as to the exercise of breaks by the plaintiff nurses, the extent to which Lourdes

Medical Center trained workers about meal and rest breaks, the difference in any training

and polices from department to department, whether the work atmosphere was conducive

or hostile to exercising breaks, the extent of differences with regard to the exercise of

breaks from department to department, from shift to shift, and from supervisor to

supervisor, the availability of coverage for breaks from department to department and

shift to shift, the various reactions of managers to the reporting of missed breaks and

meals, the extent to which twelve-hour workers received a second meal, the magnitude of

intermittent breaks, whether one or more nurses waived breaks, whether Lourdes paid

nurses for missed breaks and meals, and to what extent, if any, does the hospital owe the

plaintiff nurses money.

We determine that we must review the facts in a light most favorable to Lourdes

Medical Center. We find no case that explicitly directs us to view the facts in such a

gloss for purposes of reviewing a class action ruling, but logic and other tangential rules

compel such a conclusion. A reviewing court must defer to the trial court's findings of

fact entered when certifying or denying certification. Duncan v. Michigan, 300 Mich.
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App. 176, 832 N.W.2d 761, 766 (2013). Although our trial court did not expressly

resolve conflicts in the evidence, the court must have done so when issuing its decision.

Plaintiff nurses complain that the trial court resolved conflicts in Lourdes' favor. This

resolution of the conflict would have included some determination of the credibility of

the respective evidence presented by the parties. We must assume the hospital s

testimony to be accurate or else we do not bestow full deference to the court s ruling

favoring the hospital. After a bench trial, we view the evidence in the light most

favorable to the winning party. City of Walla Walla v. $401,333.44, 164 Wn. App. 236,

256, 262 P.3d 1239 (2011). Even when the trial court issues a ruling based on affidavits,

we view the evidence in favor of the prevailing party if the trial court weighed credibility

of declarants. In re Marriage ofRideout, 150 Wn.2d 337, 350, 77 P,3d 1174 (2003).

The nurses contend that the trial court should have conducted an evidentiary

hearing. In support of this argument, the nurses cite only Oda v. State, 11 i Wn. App. 79,
93 n.4, 44 P.3d 8 (2002). The passage in Oda contrarily rejects the nurses' contention.

The passage reads that many courts encourage an evidentiary hearing, but no court has

held that an evidentiary hearing is required on the question of class certification. Oda v.

State, 111 Wn. App. at 93 n.4.

The class action is an exception to the usual rule that litigation is conducted by and

on behalf of the individual named parties only. Comcast Corp. v Behrend, 569 U.S. —,

133 S. Ct. 1426, 1432, 185 L. Ed. 2d 515 (2013). The purposes of class actions include
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the saving of members of the class the cost and trouble of filing individual suits and the

freeing of the defendant from the harassment of identical future litigation. Brown v.

Brown, 6 Wn, App. 249, 256-57, 492 P.2d 581 (1971). Despite the law seeking to, in

part, benefit defendants, defendants, more often than plaintiffs, oppose class certification.

In Washington State, CR 23 governs a determination of whether to certify a class

action. Nevertheless, because CR 23 mirrors its federal counterpart, cases interpreting

the analogous federal provision are highly persuasive. Schnall v. AT&T Wireless

Services, Inc., 171 Wn.2d 260, 271, 259 P.3d 129 (2011). Because class actions are a

specialized proceeding available in limited circumstances, the trial court must conduct a

"rigorous analysis" of the CR 23 requirements to determine whether a class action is

appropriate in a particular case. Oda v. State, 111 Wn. App. at 93 (2002). Plaintiffs

seeking class certification bear the burden of demonstrating that they meet all the

requirements of CR 23. Weston v. Emerald City Pizza, LLC, 137 Wn. App. 164, 168, 151

P.3d 1090 (2007). Class actions are specialized types of suits, and, as a general rule,

must be brought and maintained in strict conformity with the requirements of CR 23.

Lacey Nursing Center, Inc. v. Department of Revenue, 128 Wn.2d 40, 47, 905 P.2d 338

(1995); DeFunis v. Odegaard, 84 Wn.2d 617, 622, 529 P.2d 438 (1974).

This court reviews a trial court's decision to certify a class for abuse of discretion.

Miller V. Farmer Brothers Co., 115 Wn. App. 815, 820, 64 P.3d 49 (2003); Oda v. State,

111 Wn. App. at 90. When this court reviews a trial court's decision to deny class
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certification, the decision is afforded a substantial amount of deference. Schnall v. AT&T

Wireless Services. Inc., 171 Wn.2d at 266. A court abuses its discretion if its decision is

based on untenable grounds or is manifestly unreasonable or arbitrary. Oda v. State, 111

Wn. App. at 91. We generally review decisions certifying a class liberally and err in

favor of certifying a class, since the class is always subject to later modification or

decertification by the trial court. Miller v. Farmer Brothers Co., 115 Wn. App. at 820;

Brov/n v. Brov^n, 6 Wn. App. at 256 (1971). An appellate court resolves close cases in

favor of allowing or maintaining the class. Nelson v. Appleway Chevrolet, Inc., 160

Wn.2d 173, 188-89, 157 P.3d 847 (2007); Smith v. Behr Process Corp., 113 Wn. App.

306, 319, 54 P.3d 665 (2002).

We wonder if two of these principles conflict. If we are to defer to the trial court s

decision, we question whether we should resolve close cases by approving a class action

when the trial court denied certification. The gist of affording a trial court discretion is to

affirm the trial court in close calls.

We will reverse a class certification decision if the trial court made its decision

without appropriate consideration and without articulated reference to the criteria of CR

23. Washington Education Association v. Shelton School District No. 309, 93 Wn.2d at

793. We will not disturb a trial court's certification decision if the record indicates the

court properly considered all CR 23 criteria. Nelson v. Appleway Chevrolet, Inc., 160
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Wn.2d at 188. Our record shows that the trial court considered all criteria. In fact, the

trial court ruled in favor of the plaintiff nurses in all but one CR 23 requirement.

CR 23 divides itself into two sections: CR 23(a), which lists four prerequisites for

all class actions; and CR 23(b), which lists three alternative requirements, only one of

which need apply. CR 23(a) declares:

Prerequisites to a Class Action. One or more members of a class
may sue or be sued as representative parties on behalf of all only if (1) the
class is so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable, (2) there
are questions of law or fact common to the class, (3) the claims or defenses
of the representative parties are typical of the claims or defenses of the
class, and (4) the representative parties will fairly and adequately protect
the interests of the class.

Under CR 23(a), the plaintiffs must satisfy the four prerequisites of

(1) numerosity, (2) commonality, (3) typicality, and (4) adequacy of the representatives.

Admasu v. Port of Seattle. 185 Wn. App. 23, 30-31, 340 P.3d 873 (2014), review denied.

183 Wn.2d 1009, 352 P.3d 187 (2015). We do not address whether the nurses fulfilled

all requirements of CR 23(a). The trial court found that the nurses' suit fulfilled all four

requirements of the subsection, and Lourdes Medical Center does not challenge this

ruling on appeal.

In addition to CR 23(a), the plaintiff must meet the requirements of one of the

subparagraphs in subsection CR 23(b). This subsection reads.

Class Actions Maintainable. An action may be maintained as a
class action if the prerequisites of section (a) are satisfied, and in addition.
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(1) The prosecution of separate actions by or against individual
members of the class would create a risk of

(A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual
members of the class which would establish incompatible standards of
conduct for the party opposing the class, or

(B) adjudications with respect to individual members of the class
which would as a practical matter be dispositive of the interests of ̂ e other
members not parties to the adjudications or substantially impair or impede
their ability to protect their interest; or

(2) The party opposing the class has acted or refused to act on
grounds generally applicable to the class, thereby making appropriate final
injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory relief with respect to the class
as a whole; or ^ ^ u

(3) The court finds that the questions of law or fact common to the
members of the class predominate over any questions affecting only
individual members, and that a class action is superior to other available
methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. The
matters pertinent to the findings include; (A) the interest of members of the
class in individually controlling the prosecution or defense of separate
actions; (B) the extent and nature of any litigation concerning the
controversy already commenced by or against members of the class, { )
the desirability or undesirability of concentrating the litigation of the claims
in the particular forum; (D) the ditEculties likely to be encountered in the
management of a class action.

Although the nurses argue that class certification was appropriate under any of the

three subsections of CR 23(b), certification under CR 23(b)(1) and (2) applies only when

the primary claim is for injunctive or declaratory relief. Under CR 23(b)(1) and (2),
monetary relief must be incidental to the declaratory relief. Nelson v. Appleway

Chevrolet, Inc., 160 Wn.2d at 189 (2007).

Our trial court ruled that plaintiff nurses did not meet CR 23(b)(1) because

plaintiffs' primary recovery is monetary damages. Although the nurses originally
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requested injunctive relief, the focus of their claims has been payment for unpaid meal

and rest periods. After the nurses filed suit, Lourdes Medical Center ended the practice

of utilizing the Kronos system and no longer automatically deducted time for meal

breaks. Given this substantial, systemic victory, the nurses need no declaratory or

injunctive relief. The nurses may still seek a declaratory ruling with regard to what

constitutes a break during acute care when the hospital assigns a nurse to a particular

patient. Still the trial court did not abuse its discretion by ruling the nurses' action

primarily seeks monetary relief and does not meet the requirements of OR 23(b)(1) or (2).

On appeal, the parties aptly focus their briefing and analysis on whether the tnal

court correctly denied class certification under OR 23(b)(3). To repeat, CR 23(b)(3)

allows certification when:

The court finds that the questions of law or fact comrnon to the
members of the class predominate over any questions affecting only
individual members, and that a class action is superior to other available
methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy.

To restate the rule, class certification is appropriate under CR 23(b)(3) if common

questions of fact or law predominate over individual ones and a class action is superior to

other available methods of adjudication. Sitton v. State Farm Mutual Automobile

Insurance Co., 116 Wn. App. 245, 253. 63 P.3d 198 (2003). Plaintiffs seeking class

certification under subsection (3) must show both predominance and superiority. Admasu

V, Port of Seattle, 185 Wn. App, at 31 (2014).
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Our trial court denied certification on a lack of both predominance and superiority.

Since both must prevail, we address only superiority. The trial court determined that

certification of the class would be unmanageable because of the confusion that could

arise from trying to manage nine subclasses. The trial court believed that nine subclasses

would be essential because of the differences in the respective hospital departments.

Even if individualized issues predominate, CR 23(b)(3) also requires that a class

action be superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the

controversy. Schnall v. AT&T Wireless Services, Inc., 171 Wn.2d at 275 (2011). Under

the rule, a class action must be superior, not Just as good as, other available methods.

Schnall V. AT&T Wireless Services, Inc., 171 Wn.2d at 275. The superiority requirement

focuses on a comparison of available alternatives. Schnall v. AT&T Wireless Services,

Inc., 171 Wn.2d at 275; Sitton v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., 116 Wn.

App. at 256. In traditional statewide class actions, these alternatives include joinder,

intervention, or consolidation. Schnall v. AT&T Wireless Services, Inc., 171 Wn.2d at

275.

Manageability is only one of the elements that goes into the balance to determine

the superiority of a class action in a particular case. Other factors must also be

considered, as must the purposes of CR 23, including: conserving time, effort and

expense; providing a forum for small claimants; and deterring illegal activities. Sitton v.

State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., 116 Wn. App. at 257. The trial court is
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particularly in the best position to address case management concerns, Sitton v. State

Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., 116 Wn. App. at 256-57.

At oral argument, the nurses' counsel commented that individual nurse claims

could vary between $2,000 and $15,000. Class actions seek to render claims of small

amounts easier to litigate. Nevertheless, we note that, as an alternative to a costly

superior court class action suit, nurses seeking $5,000 or less could litigate in the

inexpensive small claims court. RCW 12.40.010. We further observe that the trial court

best knows the ability of the Franklin County Superior Court's ability to manage a class

action process and trial.

We note common questions with regard to liability of Lourdes Medical Center for

at least many of the nurses. The common issues include what constitutes a rest period in

the context of nursing? Do intermittent rest periods comply with the law's demand for a

fifteen-minute rest period each four hours of work? To what extent must the employer

monitor whether employees receive breaks? Must the hospital have provided a second

meal during a twelve-hour shift, and, if so, could the nurse waive the meal? We note,

however, that Lourdes Medical Center has not conceded any illegal activities.

Plaintiff nurses may argue a court should certify a class action solely on the

ground that the suit contains common issues of law. Nevertheless, the trial court must

weigh the commonality with other factors before determining predominance. Also, we

base our decision on the superiority prong not the predominance prong.
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The plaintiff nurses rely on Tyson Foods, Inc. v. Bouaphakeo, U.S. , 136 S.

Ct. 1036, 194 L. Ed. 2d 124 (2016), wherein the nation's high Court affirmed the trial

court's certification of an employees' class action suit against an employer because the

employees failed to garner statutorily mandated overtime pay for time spent donning and

doffing protective equipment. A major distinction between Tyson Foods and this appeal,

of course, is that the Tyson Foods' trial court exercised its discretion in granting class

status. Another distinction concerns the variable among workers' activities, on which the

employer sought to avoid certification. Tyson Foods argued that differences in the

composition of gear worn by various employees caused a variation in the amount of time

to don and doff the gear. The variables concerning Lourdes Medical Center nurses'

ability to exercise breaks are greater. Each nurse's story will vary such that her story can

fill one trial. Retelling those scores of ?tories in one case could be unmanageable.

In Creely v. HCR ManorCare, Inc., 920 F. Supp. 2d 846 (N,D. Ohio 2013), nurses

and nursing assistants brought action against a provider of medical and rehabilitative care

and alleged violations of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act, 209 U.S.C. §§ 201 219.

The employer also utilized the Kronos time system, with an automatic deduct function,

for work hours accounting. Employees complained that they often did not break for

lunch and the employer did not compensate them for the deducted time. The case

involves a unique statute for class actions under the Fair Labor Standards Act.

Nevertheless, the substantive rules echo the requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 and any
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difference in the rules benefit the employees. The trial court denied class certification.

Although the facts involved workers employed at numerous facilities, the court also

noted the ability to exercise uninterrupted breaks depended on the nurse's unit, shift,

manager, patient population, job duties, and individual habits. The court recognized the

desirability of the nurses pooling resources to seek vindication of employment rights.

Nevertheless, the court considered a class action unmanageable because each nurse s

right to compensation hinged on his or her individual experience.

We note that at least one decision, Perez v. Safety-Kleen Systems Inc., 253 F.R.D.

508 (2008), likely disagrees with the court's ruling in Creely v. HCR ManorCare Inc.

Differing decisions, however, bolster the need to afford the trial court discretion in its

ruling. The trial court's role remains to assess factors relevant to a decision and weigh

those factors in accordance with the Idiosyncrasies of the circumstances.

Our trial court's ruling echoed the concerns expressed by the federal court in

Creely v. HCR ManorCare Inc. At least under the evidence presented by Lourdes

Medical Center, the duties and experiences performed by one nurse, even as to nurses

working in one hospital department, cannot be generalized. Thus, the trial court did not

abuse its discretion in denying class certification.

CONCLUSION

We affirm the trial court's order denying class certification. We remand the case

to the superior court for further proceedings.
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A majority of the panel has determined this opinion will not be printed in the

Washington Appellate Reports, but it will be filed for public record pursuant to RCW

2.06.040.

WE CONCUR;

Fearing, C.J.

torsmo, J.

I  ( .

Siddoway, J.
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MOTION FOR PUBLICATION OF COURT OPINION

Pursuant to RAP 12.3(e), Applicant Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital

at Pasco ("Lourdes") and King County Public Hospital District No. 2,

d/b/a Evergreen Health Medical center ("Evergreen") respectfully move

this Court to publish in its entirety the unpublished decision filed in this

matter on February 9, 2017. Chavez et al v. Our Lady of Lourdes et al,

Case 33556-9 Division III (hereinafter, "Opinion"). The Court should

change the unpublished status of its Opinion because it contains

clarifications relevant to class certification and important legal analysis in

a currently sparse area of law.

INTEREST OF EVERGREEN HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER

The Chavez opinion provides guidance to unsettled questions in

Washington law regarding class action certification. The case is of general

importance to the public.

Evergreen is currently defending two CR 23(b)(3) class action

lawsuits brought by registered nurses claiming that Evergreen denied them

meal and rest breaks in violation of Washington law: Pugh v. Evergreen

Hospital Medical Center, King County Superior Court No. 10-2-33125-5

SEA, and Lee v. Evergreen Hospital Medical Center, King County

Superior Court No. 16-2-27488-9 SEA. Despite numerous federal cases

addressing class certification in the context of rest and/or meal breaks
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claims against large health care systems,' there are no published decisions

in Washington to provide guidance to trial courts. In litigating these cases,

Evergreen has been challenged by the paucity of Washington case law on

the subject of class action lawsuits in the healthcare industry, forced to

make ill-fitting comparisons to class actions in other industries where facts

are easily distinguishable. Chavez is the exception.

The Chavez opinion regarding CR 23's superiority element, and

comments on "manageability," provides entirely new and valuable clarity.

This opinion is of value to the public as class actions in healthcare gain

popularity, taking up vast amounts of time and court resources arguing

unsettled questions of law.

The opinion also clarifies the certification standard of review,

stating that the federal "rigorous analysis" of evidence is required. Much

litigation surrounds the depth of review required by the court and Chavez

ends this dispute.

' See e.g., Desilva N. Shore-Long 1.stand Jewish Health Sy.s., 27 F.
Supp. 3d 313 (E.D.N.Y. 2014); Hinterberger v. Catholic Health Sys., 299
F.R.D. 22 (W.D.N.Y. 2014); Camilotes v. Resurrection Health Care, 286
F.R.D. 339 (N.D. 111. 2012); Roth v. CHA HollywoodMed. Ctr., No. 2:12-
CV-07559, 2013 WL 5775129 (C.D. Cal. Oct. 25, 2013).
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ARGUMENT

Pursuant to RCW 2.06.040, "[a]ll decisions of the court having

precedential value shall be published as opinions of the court," In

determining whether to publish an opinion, RAP 12.3(d) directs the Court

to consider whether: (1) "Whether the decision determines an unsettled or

new question of law or constitutional principle; (2) Whether the decision

modifies, clarifies or reverses an established principle of law; (3) Whether

a decision is of general public interest or importance; or (4) Whether a

case is in conflict with a prior opinion of the Court of Appeals." The

court's Opinion in this case satisfies the second and third criteria; it

clarifies an established principle of law and is of general public interest

and importance.

A. The Opinion Clarifies the Standard of Review and Procedural
Aspects of Class Certification.

In response to arguments raised by plaintiffs, this court addressed

and clarified both the standard of review of class certification decisions as

well as the trial court's discretion on procedure in deciding class

questions.

Appellate courts review a trial court's decision to certify (or not

certify) a class for abuse of discretion. Schnall v. AT&T Wireless Svcs,

Inc., 171 Wn.2d 260, 266, 259 P.3d 129 (2011). Here, the court itself
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recognized that this can be confusing because some cases indicate that

decisions to certify are reviewed liberally in favor of a class. The current

decision confirms the abuse of discretion standard and that, when a trial

court's discretion is at issue, close calls should lead to affirming the trial

court's decision. Opinion at p. 33. Instead, the appellate court's review

centers on determining if a trial court made its decision "with appropriate

consideration" and "articulated reference to the criteria of CR 23."

Opinion at 33 (citing Washington Education Assoc. v. Shelton School Dist.

No 309, 93 Wn.2d 783, 613 P.2d 769 (1980)).

This decision also clarifies the proper or allowable procedure for a

class action before the trial courts. The court confirmed and clarified that,

as noted in Oda v. State, 111 Wn. App. 79, 93 n.4, 44 P.3d 8 (2002), an

evidentiary hearing is not required by a trial court contemplating class

certification. Opinion at 31. Oda did not decide this issue directly, and to

applicants' knowledge. Division III has not previously weighed in on the

issue. This provides guidance for trial courts and parties. Additionally, the

court approved the trial court's decision to hear summary judgment

motions before ruling on class certification. Plaintiffs argued strongly that

this was an error; the court disagreed, citing Sheehan v. Central Pugei

Sound Regional Transit Authority, 155 Wn.2d 790, 123 P.3d 88 (2005). In

Sheehan, the Court held that a trial court had discretion to delay a class
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certification ruling until after dispositive motions. Id. at 807. In this case,

plaintiffs attacked the trial court's instruction to file such motions before it

ruled on the class. This Opinion clarifies and confirms Sheehan, approving

the trial court's discretion to consider dispositive motions before class

certification. This also provides guidance for trial courts.

The Opinion highlights the proper standard of review for a class

certification decision, regardless of the issues or facts specific to any given

case. Because it clarifies the standard of review, and provides guidance on

procedural fronts as well, publishing the opinion would be beneficial.

B. The Opinion Involves Issues and Analyses of Great
Importance to Those in the Healthcare Industry.

Washington courts have issued few decisions relative to class

action wage and hour claims, particularly those relative to the healthcare

industry. At the same time, employers are seeing an increase in class

action wage and hour claims. Employers in general, and the healthcare

industry in particular, have great interest in obtaining further guidance on

when individual claims become class claims.

The healthcare industry faces unique challenges, including highly

unpredictable patient flow and large variation of a "typical day" across its

shifts and departments. Employees with similar job titles may experience

vastly different workflow from day to day. These difference are reflected
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in practices regarding breaks and meal shifts. In this industry, each

individual has an individual story; as the trial court found, the specifics

overwhelm commonalities, creating an unmanageable class and making

class treatment a less superior form of litigation.

Notably, the parties and the court looked primarily to cases

regarding nurses under federal law and from different states for guidance.

Opinion at 39-40. Little or no Washington case law exists to address

issues of class certification in the context of healthcare employees and

wage and hour law. Publishing this decision would provide case law

specific to Washington, helping to fill in this area of law,

CONCLUSION

For the reasons outlined above, applicants respectfully ask for

publication of this Opinion.

DATED: February 28, 2017
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ORIGINAL FILED

MAY 2 1 206 '
MICHAEL J. KILUAN

FRANKUN COUNTY CLERK

PlaintifiEs

vs.

OUR LADY OF LOURDES HOSPITAL AT
PASCO, d/b/a Lourdes Medical Center, and
JOHN SERLE, individually and in his
capacity as an agent and officer of Lourdes
Medical Center.

Defendants.

No. 12-2-50575-9

ORDER ON PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
CLASS CERTIFICATION

On May 17,2013, Plaintiffs' Motion for Class Certification came before the Court. The

Court reviewed the submitted evidence and arguments and did not certify a class at that time.

Instead, it instructed plaintiffs to file summary judgment morions on proposed legal theones as a

precursor to renewing the class certification motion. By Order dated February 27,2015, the
Court ruled on those motions. The Court also granted plaintiffs' motion to amend the

complaint, and plaintiffs filed a First Amended Complaint on March 2,2015. Plaintiffs have

now renewed their motion to certify a class, and the renewed motion came before the Court on

April 10,2015. Having fully considered the briefs, the evidence, and the arguments of the
1 - ORDER DENYING CLASS CERTIFICATION ^
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1  11 parties, the Cotirt hereby makes specific findings regarding the requirements of class

2  certification as follows:
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1. On the prerequisite to a class under CR 23(a)(1), the Court finds plaintiffs met the

required showing that the proposed class is numerous enough to make joinder

impractical.

2. On the prerequisite to a class under CR 23(a)(2), the Court finds plaintiffe met the

required showing that there are questions of law or fact common to the proposed class or

subclasses.

3. On the prerequisite to a class under CR 23(a)(3), the Court finds plaintiffs met the

•  required showing that the representative plaintiffs have claims typical of those of the

proposed class or subclasses.

4. On the prerequisite to a class under CR 23(a)(4), the Court finds plaintiffs met the
required showing of adequate representation by the representative plaintiffs and their
attorneys.

5. The Court Buds plaintiffs have not met the leqoired showing that a mandatory class

actioa would be maintainable under CR23(bXi) because the primary objective of this

lawsuit is monetary damages and piaintifB have felled to show prqudiee to absent class

members would occur.

6. The Court fmds plaintiffs have not met the required showing that a mandatory class
acUon would be maintainable under CR23(b)(2) because the primary objective of this

lawsuit is monetary damages and plainUffe have failed to establish the necessity of

declaratory or injunctive relief.

2 - ORDER DENYING CLASS CERTIFICATION
Case No. 12-2-50575-9
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7. The Court finds plaintiffs have not met the required showing that a class action would be

maintmnable under CR23(b)(3). The Court finds that common class issues do not

predomiimte over individual questions because issues regarding shifl, nurse type» nurse

roles and job duties, patient assignments and census, managers, and department cause

the specifics for each class member to overrun any generalities. The Court also finds

that a class action is not superior to alternatives such as joinder or individual lawsuits for

fair and efficient adjudication of fiie claims. Finally, the Court also finds that the

proposed class, or the proposed nine subclasses by department, would be unmanageable

at trial.

For the reasons set out above, the Court hereby DENIES plaintiffs' motion to eertiiy a class of

all RNs who have worked one or more hourly shifts in the relevant time period and the proposed

subclasses.

IT IS SO ORDERED this ^ day ofMay, 2015.

mHON. BR.XJCE ̂ AFiNER

Submitted 1^:

Aaron Bass, WSB #39073
111 SW Fifth Ave, Suite 1200
Portlarid, OR 97204
Tel. (503)225-5858
abass@sbhlegal.com
Of Attomeys for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE

1 hereby certify that on May 12> 2013,1 filed the foregoing via US Mail with the

I following;

Franklin County Superior Court
10l6N4'^Ave
B'** Floor, Room 306
Pasco, WA 99301

I also hereby certify that on May 12,2013,1 served the foregoing via US Mail on the

following:

James McGuinness
McGuinness & Streepy Law Offices
2505 8 320*^ St, Ste 440
Federal Way, WA 98003
QfAttorn^s for Plaintiff

Dated this 12"* day of May, 2015.

Jack Kiona Jr.
Law office of Jack B. Krona Jr.
6509 46"'StNW
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
Of Attorneys for Plaintiff

SATHER, BYERLY & HOLLOWAY LLP

Aaron Bass, WSB ̂f39073
111 SW Fifth Ave,Suite 1200
Portland, OR 97204
Tel (503) 225-5858
Fax (503) 721-9272
abass@sbhlegal.com

Of Attorneys for Defendants

1 - CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Case No. 10-2-22213-8 KNT

SATHER, BYUERY & HOIXOWAY, U.P
III SW FIFTH AVENUE, STE. UOO
PORTLAND, OREGON 97204
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MICHA!:t. J. KII-LiAl!

n;-T;;rY

HONORABLE BRUCE SPANNER

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN

JUDITH Q. CHAVEZ, KATHLEEN
CHBISTIANSON, ORALIA GARCIA,
AND MARRIETTA JONES, individually,
and on behalf of all similarly situated
registered nurses employed by Our Lady of
Lourdes Hospital at Pasco, d/Tj/a Lourdes
Medical Center,

Plaintiffs

vs.

OUR LADY OF LOURDES HOSPITAL AT
PASCO, d/b/a Lourdes Medical Center, and
JOHN SERLE, individually and in his
capacity as an agent and officer of Lourdes
Medical Center,

Defendants.

No. 12-2-50575-9

ORDER ON CROSS MOTIONS FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
ON CERTAIN LEGAL ISSUES
RELATING TO NON-MEAL-REST
PERIODS

The following matters came before the court on the parties' motions for partial summary

I judgment:

ORDER ON MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
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1) Plaintiflfs' July 23, 2014 Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Issues Relating to

Non-Meal-Rest Periods, Tracking Time, and Paying for Missed Rest Periods, which

came before the court on August 22, 2014, Plaintiffs appeared by and through their

attorneys Jack Krona, Jr., Jim McGuinness, and Aaron Streepy. Defendants appeared by

and dirough their attorney of record, Aaron Bass.

2) Plaintiffs' August 22, 2014 (as amended September 18, 2014) Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment on Certain Legal Issues Related to Non-Meal R^ Periods; and
Defendants' September 11, 2014 Cross Motion for Summary Judgment And Opposition

to Plaintiffe' Motion Regarding "In Assignment" and "Intermittent Breaks", which came

before the court on September 26, 2014. Plaintiffs appeared by and through their
attorney, Jack Krona, Jr.; defendants appeared by and through their attorney, Aaron Bass.

3) Plaintiffs' September 22, 2014 Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on
Issues Relating to Second Meal Periods for 12-Hour Shift Nurses, which came before the
court on October 17, 2014. Plaintiffs appeared by and through their attorneys Jack
Krona, Jr. and Aaron Streepy, Defendants appeared by and through their attorney, Aaron
Bass.

The court made specific rulings on these motions as outlined below,

1) Pbtatifrs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment oflssues Relating to Non-Meat-Rest
1 Periods, Tracking Time, and Paying for Missed Rest Periods.

Having considered the evidence and arguments submitted by the parties, the Court made

1 the following rulings:;

1, Employees have a private right to action for missed rest breaks.

ORDER ON MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
I JUDGMENT
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2. Employees are entitled to ten minutes of rest break for every four' hours worked

and if they miss a rest break, they are entitled to an additional ten minutes of pay.

3. Rest breaks cannot be waived.

4. There is no duty under Washington law to schedule test breaks when intennittent

breaks are appropriate for the nature of the employment.

5. An employee can be on call, and if not otherwise engaged in work acUvity, on a

rest break. If an employee must perform any work activities, mental or physical,

they are not on a rest break.

6. An individualized inquiry into the duties of nurses across departments and shifts

is necessary to determine if a particular nurse had a rest break.

7. A policy of "vigilance", as was found after trial in the Brinks case (Peilino v

Brinks, 164 Wn App 668 (2011) may make on call time such that a break was

never received. There is a genuine issue of material feet as to whether the duties

of any nurse, or group of nurses are performing work activities without being
relieved of patient responsibility.

If an employer willfully fails to pay rest breaks, employees may recover double
damages and attorney fees.

Employers have an obligation to maintain records of all hours worked, but there is

no requiiement to systematically track missed rest breaks specifically.

10. Liability does not follow automatically fi:om violation of a recordkeepmg
requirement. Instead, employees must first prove an employee was not

8.

9.

fniir hmirc nf workinc timc. where the rest penods must be as near as possioie ro ujc lu k" ̂
24 and thaf'W employee shall be required to work more than three hours without a

ORDER ON MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
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compensated for all time work, and then must produce sufficient evidence of the

amount and extent of the uncompensated work by a fair preponderance of the

evidence. If an employee meets that burden, then the burden shifts to the

employer to disprove damages.

11. The employer can rely on the efforts of employees to record time and pr^are

records of necessity, but if the records are wrong, incomplete or inadequate, the

employer bears the risk of the bad or inadequate record keeping.

12. A genuine factual dispute exists regarding whether nurses at Lotirdes have or have

not been compensated for all time worked. Plaintiffs provided no evidence to the

court as to the amount and extent of uncompensated work, althou^ ttiat was not

determinative in the summary judgment proceedings.

Based on these rulings, the Court hereby DENIES plaintiffs motion in full.

2) Plaintiffs' Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Certain I^a! Issues
Related to Non-Meal Rest Periods; and Defendants' Cross Motion for Summary Judgment
And Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion Regarding "In Assignment" and "Intermittent
Breaks."

Having considered the evidence and arguments submitted by the parties, the Court made

the following findings and conclusions:

1. There is a factual question of whether nurses "in patient assignment" at Lourdes

are "vigilant" and engaged in work activities, as was found after trial in the Brinks

case, so that they can have breaks without being relieved of assignment

2. The Court does not have enough factual information to determine with sufficient

spiecificity what a nurse does while she is "on duty.

ORDER ON MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
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3. The Court cannot grant jud^ent as a matter of law to either party on the issue of

whether intermittent breaks are consistent with the duties of nursing because of

genuine disputed issues of material fact

4. If an employee is "on caU" during a meal period and subject to recall dunng the
meal period, the law requires that the meal period be considered a "paid lunch" on
the employers time and is considered "hours woriced."

5. If <m employee on a >d lunch" is denied the abiUty to have a 30-mintite paid
meal period that is interrupted for work duties, the employee is entitled to
payment for an extra 30-minutes of "hours worked."

6. The Court ruled that-oontrary to the inteiptetative guidelines-^ employer is
not required to use its "eveiy eifoit" to make sure an employee on a paid laneh
receives the full 30 minutes.

7. A material question of faot exists as to whether a pardeniar nnrse on a particular
shift with a pardeular patient assignment can be on a teak whUe ia patient
asslgmnent,

8. Plaintifrs failed to plead a contract claim so the Court will not entertain a motion
on that basis.

9. Aa a matter of law. the lack of a written policy on intermittent breaks or fialure io
mentionintennittte btuaks in a test break policy does not pteolude intermittent

breaks on any given shift

10. Intemiittent breaks ate not, as a matter of Uw, inconsistent with nursing duties.
This is an individualixed factual question dependent on shift, ease load, duties and

ORDER ON MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
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the practicality of taking intermittent breaks. A material question of fact exists on

if and when any particular nurse may be able to take intermittent breaks.

11. Employers do not have to schedule breaks when intermittent breaks are

appropriate for the nature of the employment Because when intenmttent breaks

are appropriate is a question of fact, a question of fact also remains on whether

Lourdes routinely failed to comply with scheduling obligations.

Except as otherwise stated above, the Court DENIES the cross-motions for summary

judgment in full.

3) Plaintiffs' Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Issues Relating to

Second Meal Periods for 12-Hour Shift Nurses, which came before the court on October 17,

2014.

Having considered the evidence and arguments submitted by the parties, the Court made
the following tuilings;:

1. 12-hour nurses at Uuides were entiUed to, and were paid for second meal

periods.

2. Although paid, a 12-hour nurse would still be considered to have missed die

second meai period and be entitied to another 30 minutes of pay if the nurse was not sufficiently
relieved of duties to have 30 minutes for lunch.

3. For a paid meal period, being "on call" or subject to recall does not negate the

meal period. The question is whether the nurse was sufficienUy relieved of duties for 30 minutes,
and the 30 minutes can be either interrupted or in a block.

ORDER ON MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
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9

4. Whether or not a particular nurse was sufficiently relieved of duties and receive

a second meal period is a complex question of fact based on differences between departments

and shifts. A genuine factual dispute remains on this issue.

5. An employer has no duty to schedule a paid meal period.

6. Plaintiffs did not sufficiently plead a waiver issue, so a motion on that basis wll

not be addressed by the Court.

Based on these findings of law and fact, the Court hereby DENIES plaintiffs motion for

summary judgment in full.

-> n
DATED this 2. / day of'tSBttacy-2Q 15.

Judge Bruce Spanner

SUBMITTED BY:

Aaron Bass, WSB #39073
Tel. (503) 225-5858
Fax (503) 721-9272
abass@sbhlegal.com
Attorneys for Defendants
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WAC 246-320-136: Leadership. 1/7/16,10:08 AM

WAC 246-320-136

Leadership.

This section describes leadership's role in assuring care is provided consistently throughout the
hospital and according to patient and community needs.

The hospital leaders must:
(1) Appoint or assign a nurse at the executive level to:
(a) Direct the nursing services; and
(b) Approve patient care policies, nursing practices and procedures;
(2) Establish hospital-wide patient care services appropriate for the patients served and

available resources which Includes:

(a) Approving department specific scope of services;
(b) Integrating and coordinating patient care services;
(c) Standardizing the uniform performance of patient care processes;
(d) Establishing a hospital-approved procedure for double checking certain drugs, biologlcals,

and agents by appropriately licensed personnel; and
(e) Ensuring Immediate access and appropriate dosages for emergency drugs;
(3) Adopt and implement policies and procedures which define standards of care for each

specialty service;
(4) Provide practitioner oversight for each specialty service with experience in those specialized

services. Specialized services include, but are not limited to:
(a) Surgery;
(b) Anesthesia;
(c) Obstetrics;
(d) Neonatal;
(e) Pediatrics;
(f) Critical or intensive care;
(g) Alcohol or substance abuse;
(h) Psychiatric;
(i) Emergency; and
(j) Dialysis;
(5) Provide all patients access to safe and appropriate care;
(6) Adopt and Implement policies arid procedures addressing patient care and nursing

practices;
(7) Require that Individuals conducting business In the hospital comply with hospital policies

and procedures;
(8) Establish and implement processes for:
(a) Gathering, assessing and acting on Information regarding patient and family satisfaction with

the services provided;
(b) Posting the complaint hotline notice according to RCW 70.41.330; and
(c) Providing patients written billing statements according to RCW 70.41.400;

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/W8c/d9fault.a3px?clto=246-320-136 Pago 1 of 2
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WAC 246-320-136: Leadership.
1/7/16,10:08 AM

(9) Plan, promote, and conduct organization-wide performance-Improvement activities
according to WAC 246-320-171;

(10) Adopt and Implement policies and procedures concerning abandoned newbom babies and
hospitals as a safe haven according to ROW 13.34.360;

(11) Adopt and implement policies and procedures to require that suspected abuse, assault,
sexual assault or other possible crime is reported within forty-eight hours to local police or the
appropriate law enforcement agency according to ROW 26.44.030.

[Statutory Authority: Chapter 70,41 RCW and RCW 43.70.040. WSR 09-07-050, § 246-320-136,
filed 3/11/09, effective 4/11/09.]

http://app8.log.wa.Bov/wac/def8Ult.aapx7cIto=246-320-136 Page 2 of
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WAC 246-320-171: Improving organlzallonal performance. 1/7/16.10.08 AM

WAC 246-320-171

Improving organizational performance.

The purpose of this section is to ensure that performance Improvement activities of staff,
medical staff, and outside contractors result in continuous improvement of patient health outcomes.
In this section "near miss" means an event which had the potential to cause serious Injury, death, or
harm but did not happen due to chance, corrective action or timely Intervention.

Hospitals must:
(1) Have a hospital-wide approach to process design and performance measurement,

assessment, and Improving patient care services according to RCW 70.41.200 and Include, but not
be limited to:

(a) A written performance improvement plan that is periodicaily evaluated;
(b) Performance improvement activities which are Interdisciplinary and include at least one

member of the governing authority;
(c) Prioritize performance Improvement activities;
(d) Implement and monitor actions taken to Improve performance;
(e) Education programs dealing with performance Improvement, patient safety, medication

errors, injury prevention; and
(f) Review serious or unanticipated patient outcomes In a timely manner;
(2) Systematically collect, measure and assess data on processes and outcomes related to

patient care and organization functions;
(3) Collect, measure and assess data including, but not limited to;
(a) Operative, other Invasive, and nonlnvaslve procedures that place patients at risk;
(b) Infection rates, pathogen distributions and antimicrobial susceptibility profiles;
(c) Death;
(d) Medication use;
(e) Medication management or administration related to wrong medication, wrong dose, wrong

time, near misses and any other medication errors and Incidents;
(f) Injuries, falls; restraint use; negative health outcomes and Incidents Injurious to patients In

the hospital;
(g) Adverse events listed In chapter 246-302 WAG;
(h) Discrepancies or patterns between preoperative and postoperative (including pathologic)

diagnosis. Including pathologic review of specimens removed during surgical or Invasive
procedures:

(i) Adverse drug reactions (as defined by the hospital);
0) Confirmed transfusion reactions;
(k) Patient grievances, needs, expectations, and satisfaction; and
(I) Quality control and risk management activities.

[Statutory Authority: Chapter 70.56 RCW. WSR 12-16-057, § 246-320-171, filed 7/30/12, effective
10/1/12. Statutory Authority: Chapter 70.41 RCW and RCW 43.70.040. WSR 09-07-050, § 246-
320-171, filed 3/11/09, effective 4/11/09.]

hUp://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/de(Bull.aspx7clt0=246-32O-171 Page 1 o(1
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WAC 296-128-002: Definitions.
1/7/16.10:09 AM

WAC 296-126-002

Definitions.

(1) "Employer" means any person, firm, corporation, partnership, business trust, legal
representative, or other business entity which engages in any business, industry, profession, or
activity in this state and employs one or more employees, unless exempted by chapter 49.12 ROW
or these rules. For purposes of these rules, the state or its political subdivisions, municipal
corporations, or quasi-municipal corporations (collectively called "public employers") are
considered to be "employers" and subject to these rules in the following manner;

(a) Before May 20, 2003, public employers are not subject to these rules unless the rules
3clcirsss'

(1) Sick leave and care of family members under ROW 49.12.265 through 49.12.295.
(ii) Parental leave under ROW 49.12.350 through 49.12.370.
(iii) Compensation for required employee uniforms under ROW 49.12.450.
(iv) Employers' duties towards volunteer firefightere and reserve officers under ROW 49.12.460.
(b) On or after May 20, 2003, public employers are subject to these rules only if these rules do

not conflict with the following:
(1) Any state statute or rule.
(ii) Any local resolution, ordinance, or rule adopted before April 1, 2003.
(2) "Employee" means an employee who is employed in the business of his employer whether

by way of manual labor or otherwise. "Employee" does not include:
(a) Any Individual registered as a volunteer with a state or federal volunteer program or any

person who performs any assigned or authorized duties for an educational, religious, governmental
or nonprofit charitable corporation by choice and receives no payment Other than reimbursement
for actual expenses necessarily incurred in order to perform such volunteer services,

(b) Any individual employed in a bona fide executive, administrative or professional capacity or
in the capacity of outside salesperson;

(c) Independent contractors where said individuals control the manner of doing the work and
the means by which the result is to be accomplished.

(3) "Employ" means to engage, suffer or permit to work,
(4) "Adulf means any person eighteen years of age or older.
(5) "Minor" means any person under eighteen years of age.
(6) "Student learner" means a person enrolled in a bona fide vocational training program

accredited by a national or regional accrediting agency recognized by the United States Office of
Education, or authorized and approved by the Washington state commission for vocational
education, who may be employed part time in a definitely organized plan of instruction.

(7) "Learner" means a worker whose total experience in an authorized learner occupation is
less than the period of time allowed as a learning period for that occupation in a learner certificate
Issued by the director pursuant to regulations of the department of labor and Industries.

(8) "Hours worked" shall be considered to mean all hours during which the employee is
authorized or required by the employer to be on duty on the employer's premises or at a prescribed

hHp://app.leg.wa.gov/wac/d8(ault,aspx7clte=298-126-002 Page 1 of i
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WAC 296-126-002: Dofinltlons.
1/7/16,10:09 AM

work place.
(9) "Conditions of labor" shall mean and include the conditions of rest and meal periods for

employees including provisions for personal privacy, practices, methods and means by or through
which labor or services are performed by employees and includes bona fide physical qualifications
in employment, but shall not include conditions of labor otherwise governed by statutes and rules
and regulations relating to industrial safety and health administered by the department.

(10) "Department" means the department of labor and industries.
(11) "Director" means the director of the department of labor and industries or the director's

designated representative.

[Statutory Authority: Chapter 49.12 RCW. W8R 10-04-092, § 296-126-002, filed 2/2/10, effective
3/15/10; Order 76-15, § 296-126-002, filed 5/17/76; Order 74-9, § 296-126-002, filed 3/13/74,
effective 4/15/74.]

htlp://app.leg.W8.QOv/wao/default.33px7clte=296-126-002 Page 2 of 2
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WAC 296-126-092: Meal periods—Rest periods.
1/7/16, 10:10 AM

m

WAC 296-126-092

Wleal periods—Rest periods.

(1) Employees shall be allowed a meal period of at least thirty minutes which commences no
less than two hours nor more than five hours from the beginning of the shift. Meal periods shall be
on the employer's time when the employee is required by the employer to remain on duty on the
premises or at a prescribed work site in the interest of the employer,

(2) No employee shall be required to work more than five consecutive hours without a meal
period.

(3) Employees working three or more hours longer than a normal work day shall be allowed at
least one thirty-minute meal period prior to or during the overtihrte period.

(4) Employees shall be allowed a rest period of not less than ten minutes, on the employer's
time, for each four hours of working time. Rest periods shall be scheduled as near as possible to
the midpoint of the work period. No employee shall be required to work more than three hours
without a rest period.

(5) Where the nature of the work allows employees to take Intermittent rest periods equivalent
to ten minutes for each 4 hours worked, scheduled rest periods are not required.

[Order 76-15, § 296-126-092, filed 5/17/76.]

hltp://app.leg. wa.gov/wao/dofault.aspx7clta=296-126-092 Page 1 of 1
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THE HONORABLE BRUCE SPANNER

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN

JUDY Q. CHAVEZi KATHLEEN
CHRISTIANSEN^ ORALIA GARCIA, AND
MARRIETA JONES, individually, and on
behalf of all similarly situated restored
nurse employed by Our Lady of Lourds
Hospital at Fiasco, d/b/a Lourdes Medical
Center,

Plaintififs,

vs.

OUR LADY OF LOURDES HOSPITAL
AT PASCO, d/b/a Lourdes Medical
center, and JOHN SERLE individually
and b his capacity as an agent and officer
of Lourdes Medical Center,

Defendants.

No. 12-2-50575-9

DECLARATION OF JACK B.
KRONAJIt,ESQ.

1, Jack B. Krona Jr., Esq, hereby declare as follows:

I. I am one of the attorneys representmg the Plamtiffs infee above-entWed cause
of action. I am seekbg to be appointed as class counsel I give this declaration m support of
the PLAINTIFFS' REPLY REGARDING MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT ON CERTAIN LEGAL ISSUES RELATING TO NON-MEAL-BEST
PERIODS AND BRIEF IN SUPPORT.

DECLARATION OF JACK B. KRONA TR ESQ. -1
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2. I am an attorney licensed in the Washington, California, and Texas. I am also

admitted to practice in a number of federal districts and circuits. I have never been

sanctioned for any reason or subject to discipline in any jurisdiction.

3. A true and correct printout of a September 19, 2014 transmittal e-mail firOm

David Johnson, L&I Wage and Hour Technical Specialist, to Jack Krona, is Exhibit 1 to this

Declaration, vduch was transmitted in connection with a records request to obtain a copy of

the Jan. 2,2002 version of Administrative Policy ES,C.6.

4. A true and correct printout of the Jan. 2,2002 Version of ES,C.6 forwarded by

D. Johnson is Exhibit 2 to this Declaration, which was an attachment to Exhibit 1.

5. A true and correct printout from the Washington Code Reviser website, WSR

05-18-091, showing the purpose of the 2005 revision to ES.C.6 is attached as Exhibit 3 to

this Declaration.

6. A true and correct copy of the current ES.C.6 obtained from the L&I's public

website is attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 4.

7. A true and correct printout of WAG 246-840-^710 from
http://app.leg.wa.gov/wac/defeultaspx?cite=246.840-710 is attached to this declaration as

Exhibit S.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that tiie
foregoing is true and correct

Executed in Pierce County, Washington, this^^ day of September 2014.

L
JackiB. Krona Jr., Esq.

DECLARATION OF JACK B. KRONA JR.. ESQ. - 2
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□Johnson, David L {LNI)G
Sep 19 at 9:07 AM

To
Jack Krone Jr.

I got this from Elaine Fisher, she had kept electronic copies of the policies tiled In
2002.

From: Jack Krone Jr. [mailto:Lkrona@yahoo.com] Sent Friday, September 19,
2014 8:39 AMTo: Johnson, David L (LNl)Sub}0cb Re: LNI policy

1 have not had any luck. An electronic copy or any copy would be great.
Thanks so much for your help.

Jack B. Krona Jr., Esq.
(253)341-9331

From: "Johnson, David L (LNI)" <l2ds23mEi!m^Tm
"I krnnaiavahoo.com" cl kmna@V9hno-coni> Sent Fnday, September 19,2014
8:35 AMSubject: LNI policy

Mr. Krona:

Did you have any luck on that 2002 policy? If not, I was able to
get an electronic copy from Elaine Fisher.

Let me know if you have it.

Thanks,

David Johnson
Wage and Hour Technical Specialist
Department of Labor and Industries
PO Box 44510, Olympia, WA 98504-4510
360-902-5552

33
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A

ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY

STATE OF WASHINGTON
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS

TITLE; MEAL AND REST PERIODS NUMBER; ES.C.6

CHAPTER; ROW 49.12 REPLACES; ES-026
WAC 296-126-092

ISSUED; 1/2/2002

ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY OISCLAIMER

This poHcy Is designed to provide ganerel Inforniatlon In regard to the cenrent opinions of toe
the subject matter covered. This poBcy Is intended as a gu^ In toe Interpf^ation and .^pptkaOon of ̂
fogulattons, and polldaB, and may not be applicable to a« sHuatlons. This pcBlcy doss nrt leptew ̂ ^pllcebte RCW or WAG
standards. If addRJortal darificatloh Is required, the Program Manager for Employment Standards should ba consuliea.

This document Is effective as of toe date of print and supersedes all previous Werprets^ofls
after the data of print due to subsequent toglslallpn, admlnlstratfve role, or judldal proceedlroa. ̂  or
Program Manager to provide or receive updated information. This document will teman in effect until resdnded, modinad, or
vdtodravw by toe Dlredor or his or fier daslgnee.

Meal and lest periods are conditions of labor that may be resujate^ by tbb
deparbnent under ROW 49.12, the Industrial W#fete Act The departhrient has the
specifiG authority to fnake rules governing conditions of labor, and all eniployees subject
to the Industrial Welfare Act are entitled to the protections of the rules on itiedl and rest
breaks. The actual meal and rest break requirements are not In the statute but appear.
In WAC 298-126-092, Standards of Labor.

Note: Minor employees (under 18) and agricultural workers are riot covered by
these rules. The regulations for minors are found In WAC 296-125-0285 and -0287.
The regulations for agricultural employees are found in WAG 296-131-020.

When is a meal period required?

Meal period requirements are triggered by more than five hours of work:

«  Employees working five consecutive hours or less need not be allowed a
meal period. Employees working over five hours shall tie allowed a meal
period. See WAC 296-126-092(1).

•  The 30-minute meal period must be provided between the second and filtti
working hour.

ES.C.6 Page 10ff 1/212002
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•  The provision In WAC 296-126-092(4) that no employee shall be required
to work more than five consecutive hours without a meal period applies to
Ore employee's normal workday. For example, an employee who
normally works a 12-hour shift shall be allowed to take a 30-mlnute meal
perkrd no later than at the end of each five hours worked.

•  Employees working at least three hours longer Oran a normal workday
shall be allowed a meal period before or during the overtime portion of the
shift A "normal work day" Is the shift the employee Is regularly scheduled
to work. If the employee's scheduled shift Is changed by working a
double shift or working extra hours, the additional meal period may be
required. Employees working a regular 12-hour shift who work 3 hours or
more after the regular shift will be entitled to a meal period and possibly to
additional meal periods depending upon the number of hours to be
worked. See WAC 296-126-092(3).

•  The second 30-minute meal period must given within five hours from the
end of the first meal period and for each five hours worked thereafter.

Whan may meal periods be unpaid?

Meal periods are not considered hours of work and may always be unpaid as long as
employees are completely relieved from duty and receive 30 minutes of unlnterrupte
mealtime.

It Is not necessary that an employee be permitted to lewe tte j!
otherwise comp/efe/y free from duties during the meal period. In such a c^e,
of the meal period is not required, however, employees nnust
from duty and free to spend their meal period on the premise as they please. «n®se
situations must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to determine If the
on the premises In the in the Interest of the employer. If so, the employee Is on duty"
during the meal period and must be paid.

Employees who remain on the premises during their meal periol on their
and are completely free from duty are not required to be paid when toey keep their
pager, cell phone, or radio on «rthey are under no obligation to respond to the P^®^r
cell phone or to return to work. The circumstances in determining when emplc^®^
carrying cell phones, pagers, radios, etc., are subject to payment of wages must be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

When must the meal period be paid?

Meal periods are considered hours of work when the employer requires Jo
remain on duty on the premises or at a prsscnbed work site end requires the employee
to act In the interest of the employer.

1/2«002
ES.C.6 Paa«2efZ
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When employees are required to remain on duty on the premises or at a prescribed
work site and act in the Interest of the employer, the employer must make every effort to
provide employees with an uninterrupted meal period. If the meal period should be
Interrupted due to the employee's performing a task, upon completion of the task, the
meal period will be continued until the employee has received 30 minutes total of
mealtime. Time spent performing the task is not considered part of the meal period.
The entire meal period must be paid without regard to the number of Interruptions.

Can an employee waive the meal period?

Employees may choose to waive the meal period requirements. The regulab'on states
employees "shall be allowed," and "no employee shall be required to work more than
five hours without a meal period." The department Interprets this to mean than an
employer may not require more than five consecutive hours of work and must allow a
30-mlnute meal period when employees work five hours or longer.

If an employee vrishes to waive that meal period, the employer may agree to it. IJo
employee may at any time request the meal period. While it Is not r^uir^, the
department recommends obtaining a written request from the employee(s) who chooses
to waive the meal period.

If, at some later date, the employee(8) wishes to receive a meal period, any agreement
would no longer be in effect. Employees must still receive a rest period of at least ten
minutes for each four hours of worit.

An employer can refuse to allow the employee to waive the meal period and require that
an employee take a meal period.

What is the rest period requirement?

Employees shall be allowed a rest period of not less than ten mimrtes, on the
employer's time, for each four hours of working time. Employees may not waive their
right to a rest period.

Rest periods must be paid. The term "rest period" Is a relief from duty. pe^s
are considered hours worked. Nothing in this regulation prohibits an employer from
requiring employees to remain on the premises during their rest periods, j"®
ttie employer's time" Is considered to mean that the employer is responsible for paying
the employee for the time spent on a rest period.

Scheduling of rest periods. The rest period of time must be scheduled as near ̂
possible to the midpoint of the four hours of workir® tima No employee may be
required to work more ttian three consecutive hours without a rest period.

Intemiittent Rest Periods. Employees need not be given a scrfieduled period
when the nature of the work allows Intermittent rest period equal to ten i^utes dun^
each four hours of work. "Intermittenf is defined as intervals of short duration m which

ES.C.6 Page 3 of 3
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employees are alkw/ed to retex and rest, or a Ixfef inactivity from work or exertion.
Genwally, If the nature of the work on a prodiK^on line, for example, does not allow for
Intermittent rest periods, employees must be given scheduled ten-minute rest periods.

Varfances from required meal and reef periods. Employers who need to change ttie
meal and rest periods times from those provided in WAG 296-126-092 due to the nature
of the work may, for good cause, apply for a variance from the department, The
variance request must be subml^d on a form provided by the department, and
employers must give notice to toe employees or their represer^tlves so they may also
submit their written views to the department See ES4C.9, Variance.

A Collecdve Bargaining Agreement cannot provide for meal and rest periods dwt
are less than those required by WAC 29$-126-092, The department's Interpretation
of ROW 49,12 Is that that statute and rules promulgated under H, including
WAC 298-126-092, establish a minimum standard for working conditions for all
employees In the state. Proyfeions of a collective bargaining agreement covering
specific requiremente for meal and rest periods must be least equal to or nwre favorable
than toe provisions of toes© standards.

ES.C.g Pago 4 of4 1/2/2002
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WASWNCTON STATE REOSTER 9/im41.54W,,

WSR 05-18-091

INTERPRETIVE AND POLIGV STATEMENT

DEPARTMENT OF

EABOR AND INDUSTRIES

[ Filed September?, 20(B, 10:11 a.m. |

In accordance wiOi RCW 34.05230(12V following are % poBcy and interpretive statements Isstied by the
department for Jtme - August 2005.

If you have any questions or need additional information, please call Carmen Moore at (360) 902-4206.

POl/lCY AND INTERPRETIVE STATEMENTS

WISHA

WISHA Regkioal Directive (WRD) 1835, "Groimdlng Requirements for Temporary SuSistation
Fences."

ThispoUcywUlrenuinin.fI^indM.WpHes,oallWIS|^

Contact Maicia Benn, Mailstop 44648, phone (360) 902-5503.

SPECIALTY COMPLIANCE ̂RVICES

Employment Standards.

peraon for all policies below; Jams Kerns, Mailstop 44510, phone (360) 902-5552.
Minimnm Wage Act Applicability, ES A.I.

This DOlicy the MWA may apply to pobUc employees and that puhlic emplt^eM are subject to
the salary basis tegulattons. It also clariHes fliat the exemption Mujorchargeawithchildemer^nrfbilitiesawte^^^
paragraphs in the policy have been numbered for easier reference, i nis po y

Collecth% Bargaining Agreements, ES.A^.

New language was addrf

Page 1 of 3
h«p://ipf».lBg.wm.gOT/(Ioaim«Bts/lw«A«r/200S/ie/0S-I8-091.htit»
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WASHmCTON STATE REGISTO

•  barg^n tfaeir meal and rest periods to vary from the meal and rest periods provided in WAg
New language was added to explain that meal and rest periods under collective bargaining agreements
vary from or supersede the Industrial Welfare Act for public employees. Major paragraphs in the policy have
been numbered for easier reference. This policy was amended June 24» 2005.

Questions and Answers Abont Salary Basis, Administrative Policy #ES A.9.1.

This policy was amended to clarify that if an employee is not qualified under a bona sick leave plan,
the employer may deduct wages in full-day increments. This policy was amended June 24,2005,

Industriai Welfare Act, Administrative Policy ES.C,1,

This policy is amended to explain conditions of labor and explain that public employees are now ̂ veied
under the Industrial Welfare Act, chapter 49.12 RCW. Major paragraphs in the policy were numbered for
easier reference. Tins policy was amended June 24,2005.

Honrs Worked, £S,C.2.

This policy clarifies that public employers are not required to obtain a state minor
employ ̂ isons under the age of eighteen and adds note that public
federal child labor regulations. Major paragraphs in tire policy have been numbered for easier refere .
policy was amended June 24,2005,

Meal and Rest Periods, Administrative Policy ES.C.6.

This poUcy was amended to explain that public employees are now entitled to meal and rrat
chapter mi RCW and and that labor/manapment
agreement (CBA) can vary from or supersede the WAC. The ig>h^ ̂  W^ ThfdSiirition of rest
construction workers with a CBA can vary meal and rest periods from the WAC. The OOTrntion or rest
periods and intermittent rest periods were also clarified. Major paragr^hs in the policy have been numbered
for easier reference. This policy was amended June 24,2005,

Administrative Policy ESJV.9i: General Information Applicable to
and Overtime Requirements tor WbHe-Collar WorterB (Executive, Administmlive, Professional,
Computer Professional and Outside Sales).

each of the exemptions. ES-006 was withdrawn from the other admimstrative pohcie^vised airf »ssued
January 2,2002. Each of the "white-collar" classifications was given separate administrative policy numbers. ,
This new policy was issued June 24,2005.

Administrative Policy ES A..93: Exemption from Minimum Wage and Overtime Requirements for
Executive Positions.

This new policy interprets the executive positions (white-coUar) exemption, WAC290-i?8-SlO- Major
.  Pass 2 of 3 "
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. WASWNCTON STATE REGISTER ' '

• paragraphs in the policy have been numbered for easier reference.

This new policy was issued June 24,2005.

Administrative PoMcy lESA.94J Exemption from Minimum and Overtime Requiremaits for
Administrative Positions.

This new policy interprets the administrative (white-collar) exemption, Major
paragraphs in tiie policy have been numbered for easier reference. This new policy was issued June 24,2005.
Administrative Policy ES A.9.5; Exemptira from Minimum Wage and Overtime Requiremente for
Professional Positions.

This new policy interprets the state's professional (white-collar) exemption. WAC 2^-128-53fl. Major
paragraphs in the policy have been numbered for easier reference. This expands the 1992 ̂^^^^Jve
Guideline ES-Q06, which was repealed January 2,2002. This new policy was issued June 24,2005.

Administrative PoUcy ES A.9i»; Exemption fitim Minimum Wage and Overtime Requirements for
Computer Professional Positions.

This new policy interprets the state's computer professional (white-collar) exemption,Malrp^graphs in the%cy have been m^bered for easier reference. This new policy was issued June 24,
2005.

Administrative Policy ES A5.7; Exemption trotn Minimum Wage and Overtime Requirements for
Outside Sdes Positions^

This new policy interprets the state's outside sales (wMte-coIlar) exemption,
paragraphs in the policy have been numbered for easier reference. This expands
S^ne ES-(K)6, which was repealed January 2.2002. This new policy was issued June 24,2005.
Administrative Policy ES.A.9A' Dentition Fee Basis In Administrative, Professional and Outside
Sales Positions.

This DOT Dolicy iDterprets fee bssis payments under the administratiye, professtorrf. and oa^de ries

on a salary or fee basis. Major paragraphs in the policy have been numbered for easier reference. This new
policy was issued June 24,2005.

Carmen Moore

Rules Coordinator

© Washiogtpn State Code Reviser's Office

(>age3of3
http://appJ.I«0,wa.gov/dccument5/l*ws/wsr/200S/l8/0S-18-091.htJn
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ADMINISTRATIVE POUCY

STATE OF WASHINGTON
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES

employment standards

TITLE: MEAL AND REST PERIODS
FOR NONAGRICULTURAL WORKERS
AGE 18 AND OVER

CHAPTER: ROW 49.12
WAG 296-126-092

NUMBER: ES.aO

REPLACES: ES-026

ISSUED:
REVISED:

1/2/2002
6/24/2005

AOWNISfmATWE POUCY OlSClAIMER

TW9 policy is des^nad to provide garrarol mfbrrnatlon In regard to *^9 ^

^rZds. If a&nal darfftealton Ee reguimd. the Program Manager for Emptoymafll Standards anoow oo corrsoaw.

vaidJdtawn by tha Director or his or her deslgne®.

1. Ate meal and rest periods conditions of labor that mairbe resulated by the department
under RGW 49.12. the Industrial Welfare Act?

Yes, tie

I UiOO Wl !• I IfwOa' Wi a wwo w^. • —. f - --.- ---. .

Statute but «ppo°r in wAr. 296-126-092. Standards of Labor

regulations for agricultural employees are found In WAQ 296-1 ?1-0?P..

2. Are both private and public employees covered by these meal and rest period
regulations?

Yes The IWA end related niles establish a minimum standard tor workiiigMverS srnS^ «Sg lor both publlo sector arid private sector businesses In the stele,
Including non-profit organizations that employ workers,

3 Does a collective bargaining agreement (GBA) or apubHC to gIvS meal and rest periods different from those under WAG 296-126,.
092?

gS.C.e Meal and Rest Periods Page 1 ofS
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Yes. Effective May 20,2003, the legisiature aironded RCW 49.12.005 to Include 'the state, any
state institution, state agency, political subdivisions of the state, and any municipal corporatiOT
or quasi-municipal corporation". Thus it brought public employees under the proteins w the
IWA, Including the meal and rest period regulations, WAC 296-126-092. See Adm'mlstrawe
Policy ES.C.f Industrial Welfare Act and ES.A.6 Collective Bargaining Agreements.
Exceptlons-The meal and rest periods under V!^C^§:12g::^ do not apply to:
•  PuWic employers wittr a local resolution, ordinance, or rule in effect j^or to 1, 2w3

that has provisions for meal and rest periods diffwent from those urrder WAy

9  Employees of public employers vvho have entered Into collective bargaining contra^,
labor/management agreements, or other mutual^ agreed to employmenUgreem^
that specifically vary from or supersede, in part or in total, the mles regarding meal and

9 ^bllte employers with collective bargaining agreements (C^> in effect P
2003 that provide for meal and rest periods differerrt from the i^ulrements of yv^296x
126-092. The public employer may continue to follow the CBA until its e)q)lration.
Subsequent collective bargaining agreements may provide for f"®®
are spedflcaliy different. In whole or In part, from the requirements under WAp 296-126-
S§2.

If public employers do not meet one of the above
included in 5ie requirements for meal and rest periods under WAC 296-126-092..

4. May a collecfive bargaining agreement have different provisions for meal and rest
periods for employees In construction trades?

Y^n 49.12.187 was amended to Include a provision that the
JSli "wrapiSa ̂  msl ported?
construction trades, i.e., labotets, carpenters, 5^' ""Sgl' iCterms of the
Buoarseded bv a CBA negotiated under the National Labor Relations Act TJe te^s <»
C^StrW^hVmpto^^ must specilicaliy require rest and meal

S3S perJs. HorJrer, the condWens for meal and rest penods can
vary from the requirements of WAp 296-126-092.

Construction trades may Include, but are not necessarily Omited
Suction, altaratlon. or repair of any type of privately,
building road, or parking lot, or erecting playground or
industriOT where the employees are in a recognized construction trade covered by a C .

This exception does not apply to employees of construction companies without a CBA.
6. When Is a meal period required?

Meal period requirements are triggered by more than five hours of work;
9  Employees w/orking five consecutive hours or le^ need not be ®

period. Employees working over five hours shall be allowed a meal period. See
WAC 296.126-092(1>.

8«W2KJ5
ES.C.6 Meal amJ Rest Parted* Pago 2 of 5
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•  The 30-minute meal period must be provided between the secorvd and fifth
working hour.

•  The provision In WAC 296>126-092W that no employee shall be required to work
more than five consecutive hours without a meal period applies to ftie
employee's normal workday. For example, an emf^oyee wtio normally works a
12-hour shift shall be allowed to take a 30-mlnute meal period no later than at the
end of each five hours worked.

»  Employees working at least three hours longer than a nonnal workday shall be
allowed a meal period before or during the overtime portion of the shift A
"normal work da/' is the shift the employee Is regularly scheduled to woik. If the
wnployee's scheduled shift Is changed by working a double shift, or worWng
extra hours, the addiUonal meal period may be required. Employees working a
regular 12-hour shift who work 3 hours or more after the regular shift will be
entltied to a meal period and possibly to additional meal periods depending upon
the number of hours to be worked. See WAC 296-129-Q92(3).

•  The second 30-mlnute meal period must given within five hours from the end of
the first meal period and for each five hours worked thereafter.

6. When may meal periods be unpaid?

Hfeai periods are not considered hours of work and may always be unpaid long ̂
employees are completely relieved from duty and receive 30 minutes of uninterrupted mealtime.

It is not necessary that an employee be permitted to leave the
cornpfBtefyme from duties during the meal period. In suche
is not required: however, employees must be completely r^lev^ from
their meal period on the premises as they please. These situations f
case-by-cS basis to determine if the employee Is on the preinises In
emplo^r. If so, the employee Is 'on duty' during the meal penod and must be paid.
Employees who remain on the premises during their meal period on ^
completely free from duty are not required to be paid when they keep th^r '
radio on ffthey are under no obligation to respond to the pager or cell
work. The circumstances in determining when employees carrying »I1 '
etc., are subject to payment of wages must be evaluated on a case-by-case bams.

7. When must the meal period be paid?

Meal periods are considered hows of work when the employer requires ®"
duty on the premises or at a prescribed work site and requires the employee to act in the
Interest of the employer.

When employees are required to remain on duty on the premises or at a
and act In the Interest of the employer, the employer must ®^®^ jjue to
employees with an uninterrupted meal period. If the meal
the emptoyeo's performing a task, upon completion of the task, ftie meal .
contlnu^Sl me employee has received 30 minutes total of mealtime. Time spent performing

-  ea-wsooe
ES.C.6 «eal awl Real Peflodo Page 3 oi 8
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the tasK is not considered part of the meal period. The entire meal period must be p^ w^out
regard to the number of interruptions.

As long as the employer pays the employees during a meal period In this drcumstanM and
otherwrfse complies wHh the provisions of WAC 296-126.092. there is no violation of this law,
and payment of an extra 30-minute meal break is not required.

8. May an employee waive Qte meal period?

Employees may choose to waive the meal period requirements. The regulation ̂ t^
employees "shall be allowed," and "no employee shall be required to work more than five hours
without a meal period." The department Interprets this to mean
require more ftan five consecutive hours of wori< and must allow a SO-mlnute meal period when
employees work five hours or longer.

If an employee wishes to waive that meal period, the employe
may at request the meat period. While ft Is not requlr^. the
obtaining a written request from the employee{8) who chooses to vralve the meal period.
If, at some later date, the employee(s) wishes to receive a meal period, &ny
no longer be In effect. Employees must still receive a rest period of at least ton minutes for
ea<^ four hours of work.

An employer can refuse to allow the employee to waive the meal period and require that an
employee take a meal period.

9, What Is tiie rest period requirement?

issr£SfSirssiz^^s^!^x'-
third working hour. Employees may not waive their right to a rest period.
10. What Is a rest period?

The term "re^ oericd" means to stop work duties, exertions, or acliyftles f
SS, Re^odTare consld^ hoiaa wrked.
term "on the employei's time" is considered to mean that the employer is responsioie iw payina
the employee for the time spent on a rest period.

11, When must rest periods be scheduled?

Tha rest pedod <» lima must to aoheduled as mar aspraslblaloltetoi^^
of working time. No employee may be requireid to work more than three
without a rest psriod.

12. What are Intermittent rest periods?

Emploseaa need aol to given a M lO-ralngle SaiTsI2j'^td«fflsisrnSrrnra%«^So,Ud.»..
©2WZ005

ES,C.6 Mwl and Rest Pertods PoS« »
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9  9
An 'Intermfttent rest period" is defined as Intervals of short duration In wtfidi employees are
sdlowed to relax and rest, or for brief pereonal lr\activiBes from work or exertion, A swies of ten
one-minute breaks is not sufficient to meet the intermittent rest break requlremem. The nature
^ the virork on a production line when employees are ergaged in continuous activities, for
example, does not allow for intermittent rest periods. In this circumstance, employees must be
given a full ten-minute rest period.

13, How do rest periods apply when employees are required to remain on call during
dteir rest breaks?

in certain circumstances, employers may have a business need to require employees to remain
on call during their paid rest periods. This is allowable provided the underlying purpose of fire
rest period Is not compromised, This means tiiat employees must be allowed to rest, eat a
snack or drink a beverage, make person^ telephone calls, attend to personal bu^ness, dose
their door to Indicate they are taking a break, or make other personal choices as to hw they
spend their Hme during ttrelr rest imreak. In this circumstance, no addWonal compensafion for
the 10-mlnute break is required. If they are called to duty, then it transforms the on-call tlrne to
an Intermltlent rest period and they must receive the remainder of the 10-minute break during
that four-hour work period.

14. May an employer obtain a variance from required meal and rest periods?

Employers who r^ed to change the meal and rest period times from ttiose pro\rided in
296-126-Q92 due to the nature of the work may, for good cause, apply for a variance fiw me
departnieril. The variance request must be submitted on a form provided by the departnjOTt,
and employers must give notice to the employees or their repre^tatives so they may also
submit their written views to the department. See ̂S.C.9, Varimces.

16, May a Collective Bargaining Agreement negotiate meal and rest periods that are
different frxxti those required by WAC 298-126-092?

No. The requirements ofRCW 49.12 and WAG 298-126-092. establish a minimutri stancterd for
working conditions fbr covered employees. Pro\«8ioris of a^lectlw
(CBA) covering specific requirements for meal and rest penods must be least
favorable than the provisions of these standards, with the exwpfion of
construction employees covered by a CBA. See Administrative Policy and/or ES^d-

E5.C.BMeal8fK(R85tPert«J8 P^SoJS SG'WaCM
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WAC 246-840-710 No agency filings affecting this section since 2003
Violations of standards of niifsing condiiet or
practice.

The following conduct may subject a nurse to disciplinary action under the
Uniform Disciplinary Act, chapter 18,130, ROW:

f11 Enoaoina in conduct described in RCW JL8,13Qtl.°.Qt
(2) Failure to adhere to the standards enumerated in WAC 248-84Q-700

which may include, but are not limited to: - -it ^
(a) Failing to assess and evaluate a client's status or failing to instrtute

nursing intervention as required by the client's <»ndition;
(b) Willfully or repeatedly falling to report or documertt a client's sywptp"^J»mapoK p!i^s7m9dlAfi9n?lf other nuratog cam
(o) willlMBy or lepeatetily laHIrtg to wake ettWes, altenng entn^ deatroylngenhU. making inoofreot or illegible entflaa ^employer or employee records or client records pertaining to me givingmedication, treatments,orothernurslngcare;
(d) Willfully or repeatedly failing to administer medications and/or treatmente

In accordance with nursing standards; „rn«sri« ir« fer the
(G) Wliffuliy or repeatedly failing to follow the poli^ and ̂ ocedure for tn

wastaqe of medlGatlons where the nume is employed or wpnong,rNumSliSnot aign any mcord attesting to the wastage of controlled
substances unless the wastage was personally , . ,.(g) Willfully causing or contributing to physical or emotional abuse to the

(h) Engaging in sexual misconduct with a client as defined in WAG g48-840r.
^(OFailure to protect clients from unsafe practices or condittons, abusive acts,
^"^(3^Sre to adhere to the standards enumerated In WAG 246-840"709.(2)
^^'(aj'o^^afiijnursing care function or responslbilWes to a per^n
knows or has reason to know lacks the ability or kncwJedge
function or responsibility, or delegating to unlicensed persons
responsibilities the nurse knows or has reason to know ai^ to be
by licensed persons. This section should not be construed as prohibmng
delegation to family members and other careglyers exempted by RCW18.79:040f31. 18.79.050.18.79.060 or 18.79.240; or

(b) Failure to supervise those to whom nursing activities have b®®"delegated. Such supervision shall be adequate to prevent an unreasonable risk
of harm to clients;

http;//app.l«g.w».gw/w«e/ite&u(tjspx?clt«"248-840-710
Page. 1 of2
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If• VWC 245-840-710; Vlotettons of rtawlardj of nurslt^j^hict or t>raetlee. ^
(4)(a) Performing or attempting to perfbrrn nursing tef^nlques and/or

procedures for which the nurse lacks foe appropriate knowledge, exjpeiience,
and education and/or foitlr^ to obtain instruction, supervision and/or consuitatton
for client safety;

(b) Violating the confidentiality of Information or kno\Arfedge corKsming the
client, except where required by law or for the proter^on of the client; or

(c) Writtng prescriptions for drugs unless authorized to do so by the
commission;

(5) Other violations:
(a) Appropriating for personal use medicafion, supplies, equipment, or

personal items of the client, agency, or Institution, the nurse shall not solicit or;
borrow money, materials or propei^ffom dfents;

(b) Practicing nursing while aff^ed by alcohol or drugSi or by a mental,
physical or emotional condition to the extent that there Is an undue risk that he or
she, as a nurse, would cause harm to him or herself or other persons; or

(0) Willfully abandoning clients by leaving a nursing assignment, when
continued nursing care Is required by foe condition of foe cll8nt(s), without
transferring responsibilities to appropriate personnel or careglver;

(d) Conviction of a crime Involving physical abuse or sexual abuse including
convictions of any crime or plea of guilty, Including crimes against persons, as
defined in chapter 43.830 ROW [ROW 43,43,8^01 and crimes involving the
personal property of a patient, whether or not the crime relates to the practice of

""'^S^pSure to make mandatory reports to the Nursing Care
Comtnlsslon coficeming unsafe or unprofessional conduct as required In WAC
24&.840.730:

Othen
(6) The nurse shall only practice nursing In foe stale of Washington with a

current Washington license; j u
(7^ The licensed nurse shall not permit his or her license to be ussd by

shall have knowledge of the statutes and rules goveniilng
nursing practice and shall function within the legal scope of nursing practice;

(9) The nurse shall not aid, abet or assist any other person In violatmg or
circumventing the laws or rules pertaining to the conduct and pradlce ofprofessional registered nursing and H(»nsed practtcal nursing; or

(10) The nurse shall not disclose the contents of any licensing examiiraton or
solicit, accept or compile information regarding the contents of any examination
before, during or after Its admlnlstrafion.

[Statutory Authority: RCW.18.79.1.1,Q. WSR 0?-06-117,
3/0/02, effective 4/0/02. Statutory Authority: Chapter IMS RCW. WSR 97-13-
100, § 246-840-710, filed 6/18/97, effective 7/19/97,]

page 2 012
hnp://app.l«0.w«.aov/wt/default.aspx7clte-246-MO-7lO
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§ 103.30 Appropriate bargaining units in the health care Industry.

(a) This portion of the rule shall be applicable to acute care hospitals, as defined In paragraph (f) of
this section: Except In extraordinary circumstances and in circumstances In which there are existing
non-conforming units, the following shall be appropriate units, and the only appropriate units, for
petitions filed pursuant to section 9(c)(l)(A)(l) or 9(c)(1)(B) of the National Labor Relations Act, as
amended, except that, if sought by labor organizations, various combinations of units may also be
appropriate:

I

(1) All registered nurses.

(2) Ail physicians.

(3) All professionals except for registered nurses and physicians.

(4) All technical employees.

mtpa://www.lsxl9.oom/research/retrIave?_m=231fa397bdbOcd9f4....1&wchp=dGLbVzB.zSkAWa.mdS=9f2o3d5f37dd148f1oBda2o1b8eb4bd3 Page 1 of
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(5) All skilled maintenance employees.

(6) All business ofRce clerical employees.

(7) All guards.

(8) All nonprofessional employees except for technical employees, skilled maintenance employees,
business office clerical employees, and guards.

Provided That a unit of five or fewer employees shall constitute an extraordinary circumstance.

(b) Where extraordinary circumstances exist, the Board shall determine appropriate units by
adjudication.

fcj Where there are existing non-conforming units in acute care hospitals, and a petition for additi^onaiunits iTmed pursuant to sal 9(c)(l)(A)(l) or 9(c)(lKB) the Board shall ""d appropriate
Which comport, insofar as practicable, with the appropriate unit set forth in paragraph (a) of this
section.

fd) The Board will approve consent agreements providing for elections in accordance with paragraph (a)
of this section, but nothing shall preclude regional directors from approving stipulations not in
accordance with paragraph (a), as long as the stipulations are otherwise acceptable.

(e) This rule will apply to all cases decided on or after May 22, 1989.

(f) For purposes of this rule, the term:

(1) Hospital is denned in the same manner as denned In the A"'"JiS'l
Incorporated herein (currently set forth in 42 U.S.C. 1395x(e), as revised 1988),
ill Arijte care hosoitai Is dehned as: either a short term care hospital in which the average length of .
SieSlta? is less ttan thl^Xs, or a short term care hospital in which over S0% of ail Patients are
Emitted to units where the average length of patient stay Is less ^ f
stav shall be determined by reference to the most recent twelve month period preceding rra pt or a
r?nresenratioTStlHOT data is readily available. The term "acute care hospital" shall inc^detX Stais'operadng as acute care facilities even ''those hoaPitalsp^^^^^^
example, long term care, outpatient care, psychiatric care, or rehabilitative care, out snaii ̂
facilities that are primarily nursing homes, primarily psychiatric hospitals, or primarily

Where aft^r IsLance of a subpoena, an employer does not produce records suffic ent for the ,
Board to determine the facts, the Board may presume the employer Is an acute care hospital.

(3) Psychiatric hospital is defined in the same manner as defined in the Medicare Act, which definition is
incorporated herein (currently set forth in 42 U.S.G. I395x(f)).

The term rehabilitation hospital includes and is limited to all hospitals accredited as such by elthe
loint Committee on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations or by Commission for Accreditation of
Rehabilitation Facilities.

(5) A non-conforming unit is defined as a unit other than those described in paragraphs (a) (1) through
(8) of this section or a combination among those eight units.

(q) Appropriate units in ail other health care facilities: The Board will determine appropriate units in
Sher health care facilities, as defined in section 2(14) of the National Labor Relations Act, as amended,

hUp8://www.Iexls.com/raaoarch/roUlBvo7.m=231fa397bdbObd9f4....16wchp=dGLbV.B-zSKAW6_md5=9,2c3dSf37ddi48f1c8da2c1b6eb4bd3 Pa9e 2:
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•I

by adjudication.

V*

[54 FR 16347, Apr. 21, 1989]
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which labor organizations seek to combine two or more of the eight specified units. Go To
Headnote

Duke Univ. v. NLRB, 1994 U.S. App. LEXIS 34408 (DC Cir Nov. 3, 1994).

Overview: University's petition to review was denied and NLRB's appiication for enforcement of its
order was granted where NLRB did not abuse its discretion under § 9(b) of NLRA to determine
appropriate coilective bargaining units by finding university's primary function was not patient care and
declaring its bus drivers to be appropriate bargaining unit.

•  In the Final Rule on Appropriate Bargaining Units in the Health Care Industry, the National Labor
Relations Board defined a "hospital" (in relevant part) as an institution that is primariiy engaged in
providing diagnostic services and therapeutic services to injured, disabled, or sick
C.F.R. § 103.30(f)(1) (adopting Medicare Act's definition of same term, 42 U.S.C.S. § 1395x). Go
To Headnote

Fair Oaks Anesthesia Assoc., P.C. v. NLRB, 975 F.2d 1068, 1992 U.S. App. LEXIS 22396 (4th Cir Sept.
17, 1992).

Overview: The board did not abuse its discretion by giving more weight to the distinctions between two
categories of employees than to their similarities and in cdnciuding that certified registered nurse
anesthetists could comprise a separate bargaining unit

e Except in extraordinary circumstances, a maximum of eight bargaining units ^
hospitals is appropriate: (1) all registered nurses; (2) all physicians; (3) ail professionals other
than registered nurses and physlc^ns; (4) ail technical employees; (5) ail skilled maintenance
employees; (6) ail business offlce clerical employees; (7) ail guards; and (8) all
employees other than those categories already specified. 29 C.F.R. § °

. The acute care facility rule at 29 C.F.R. § 103.30(a) requires ail registered nurses to be included in
one unit. Go To Headnote

Labor & Employment Law
i) ...Collective Bargaining & Labor Relations > Bargaining Units

NLRB V. Health Mgmt. Assocs., Inc., 1999 U.S. App. LEXIS 3945 (4th Cir Mar. 11, 1999).

Overview An order reauiring respondent hospital to cease and desist refusing to bargain with an
Zphye7s' union was7Z7ed by the court where the court determined that the agency was within its
discretion in making the order.

• Business office clerical employees may constitute a separate bargaining unit in acute care
hospitals. 29 C.F.R. § 103.30(a) (1998). Go To Headnote

Alta Bates Corp. v. NLRB, 1997 U.S. App. LEXIS 13190 (9th Cir june 4, 1997).

Overview: A decision by the National Labor Relations Board that three employers were a single
employer was supported by substantial evidence, and the Board's decision that . .
technologists of the employers were appropriate bargaining unit was not an abuse of discretion. The
was a permitted existing nonconforming unit under 29 CFR § 103.30(a).
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• The Health Care Rules, 29 CFR § 103.30, enumerate eight appropriate bargaining units for acute
care facilities. 29 CFR § 103.30(a). The Rules also provide three exceptions: cases that present
extraordinary circumstances; cases in which nonconformlng units already exist; and cases in
which labor organizations seek to combine two or more of the eight specified units. Go To
Headnote

Duke Univ. v. NLRB, 1994 U.S. App. LEXIS 34408 (DC CIr Nov. 3, 1994).

Overview; UnlvGrslty's pGtition to rGviGw was dGniGcJ dnd NLRB's dpplicdtion for GnforcGmGnt of Its
ordGr was grantad whara NLRB did not abuse its discration under § 9(b) of NLRA to determine
appropriate collective bargaining units by finding university's primary function was not patient care and
declaring its bus drivers to be appropriate bargaining unit,

9  In the Final Rule on Appropriate Bargaining Units in the Health Care Industry, the National Labor
Relations Board defined a "hospital" (in relevant part) as an Institution that is primarily engaged In
providing diagnostic services and therapeutic services to injured, disabled, or sick persons, 29
C.F.R. § 103.30(f)(1) (adopting Medicare Act's definition of same term, 42 U.S.C.S. § 1395x). Go
To Headnote

d ...Collective Bargaining & Labor Relations > Duty to Bargain

American Hosp. Ass'n v. NLRB, 499 U.S. 606, 59 U.S.L.W. 4331, 111 S. Ct. 1539, 113 L. Ed, 2d 675,
1991 U.S. LEXIS 2398 (Apr. 23, 1991).

Overview: Board properly promulgated rule addressing individual bargaining units In hospital because
National Labor Relations Act (Act) contemplated possibility that board would reshape its poiicies on basis
of more information and experience with Act.

• The National Labor Relations Board promulgates a substantive rule defining the employee units
appropriate for collective bargaining in a particular line of commerce. The rule is applicable to
acute care hospitals and provides, with three exceptions, that eight, and only eight, units shall be
appropriate in any such hospital. The three exceptions are for cases that present extraordinary
circumstances, cases in which nonconforming units already exist, and cases in which labor
organizations seek to combine two or more of the eight specified units. The extraordina^
circumstance exception applies automatically to hospitals In which the eight-unit rule will produce
a unit of five or fewer employees. 29 C.F.R. § 103.30. Go To Headnote

d ...Collective Bargaining & Labor Relations > Right to Organize

NLRB V. Health Mgmt, Assocs., Inc., 1999 U.S. App. LEXIS 3945 (4th CIr Mar. 11, 1999).

Overview: An order requiring respondent hospital to cease and desist refusing to bargain with an
employees' union was enforced by the court where the court determined that the agency was within its
discretion in making the order.

• Business office clerical employees may constitute a separate bargaining unit in acute care
hospitals. 29 C.F.R. § 103.30(a) (1998). Go To Headnote
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Attached please find a Petition for Review (with appendix contained in the same .pdf attachment)

in: Division III C.O.A. Case No. 33556-9-III,

JUDITH Q. CHAVEZ, KATHLEEN CHRISTIANSON, ORALIA GARCIA, AND MARRIETTA JONES,
individually, and on behalf of all similarly-situated registered nurses employed by Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital
at Pasco, d/b/a Lourdes Medical Center, Petitioners,
V.

OUR LADY OF LOURDES HOSPITAL AT PASCO, d/b/a Lourdes Medical Center, AND JOHN SERLE,
individually and in his official capacity as an agent and officer of Lourdes Medical Center, Respondents.
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